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BENTON, KY., THURSDAY, PR1L 16, 1891. NO. 25.
THE SLEEPING CI4ILD.
Sty baby slept--how calm his rest,
As o'er his handsome face a smile
Like that of angel flitted. while
He lay so still upon ray breast
Mr baby slept---his baby head
-Lay all unkiss'd 'neath pall and shroud;
I did not weep or cry aloud--
I only wished I, too, were dead k
7ily baby sleeps---a tiny mound,
All covered by the little flowerc.
Woos me in all tny waking hours,
Down ia the quiet burying-ground.
And when I sleep I seem to be
With baby in another land—
! take his little baby hand--
He smiles and sings sweet songs to me.
Sleep on, 0 baby, while I keep
My vigils till this day be past :
Then shall I, toe, lie down at last,
And with nay baby darling sleep.
--Eugene Field.
' THE SCAPEGRACE.
We who earn our living by hard
work naturally regard with a good deal
)f interest those who manage to dodge
this seeming necessity. ,
What are these mysterious mortals,
we say, who toil not, neither do they
steal. who have no property, nar any
apparent source of income, yet they
wear clothes, eat meals and eleepiunder
a good roof like the rest of us? i
We have a habit of speakin with
contempt of these people, as tsough
they were beneath us in the rsoaial
- scale. Are we not really in seeret a
little envious of their originality and
courage?
If one should, tor example. to the
. simple rule of -put yourself in his
place—" ,
'You, now, who make a living by
-some occupation, commonplace bet re-
liable, suppose you were to wake to-
morrow in a strange place, without'
inolitty or friends, and with all work
rerohibited—what would you do? How
I' would you arrange about breakfast,
and, subsequently, about dinner, and
.e.-- Sapper, and a bed, and then nureerous
meals and beds thereafter? Would you
not be frightened? Would you not he
at a loss what to do? Well, that is
where you would show your inferOrity
to those of whom we speak.
It must be admitted that they f,,o' uld,
if they wished, earn a plain, 'honest
living as we do; whereas could We, by
the exercise of our wits exist alweek
after their fashion? En effet, 'there
you have the whole matter.. ' 1
Before I undertook a study of ithese
singular beings, I had always theught
of them as a class by themselveei par-
Suing, for the most part, similar
methods. To live without work oon-
stituted in my mind a profession—like
law or the ministry. I wronged them.
I did not appreciate their fecund erigi-
leality. There is no profession that is
common to them all, but each has his
own, complete in itself, unique and
delicate as the miniature carved work
oI the Japanese.
To tell of them is to tell of indi-
'aides's, not of the class.
There was one who recently came to
live at the very respectable boarding
place of the present writer. He was,
as the naturalists would say. an excel-
lent specimen—rather young, good
looking, well dressed and correctly
mannered. There are some of this
class who have a low habit of making
a pretence of earning a living. They
will maintain an office with "Real
Estate" or -Commission," or something
of that kind on the . door. To no such
stupid vulgarity did Mr. Richard Berth
descend. Not even a suggestion of
work cast a cloud upon his title of
"gentleman."
I had know something of the previ-
ous career of Mr. Kerth, and when he
took possession of two of the best
rooms in the houses I hastened to make
his acquaintance. He treated me;with
easy condescension, and soon offered to
1 
borrow money of me.
I did not loan Mr. Kerth any money.
It was, indeed, for a long time a source
of quiet satisfaction to me that while a
r number of others, in plain view on
all sides, were being taxed for the
support of this American peer, I was
exempt. But one day as I was being
measured for an overcoat, my tailor
asked me what I knew about Mr.
Richard Kerth, and told me that he
owed fifty dollars on a suit of clothes.
I answered Shearsby that I thought he
had better charge it up to profit and
loss. ;He immediately proceeded to do
so. The overcoat which I ordered was
more expensive by $5 than I had ex-
pected, and possibly about nine other
of Shearsby's customers suffered a
similar amount of indirect taxation.
As time passed, I gained more and
more of Mr. _Kerth' e confidence. I
knew islet enough about his past per-
formances to make him think that my
silence was a useful comrhodity. and
he sought to purchase it with frank-
ness. He was, however, loth to be-
tray his secret all at once, butprepared
me beforehand by various significant
hints to appreciate better its mysteri-
ous nature.
OrTevening. when he was - smoking
to One 
f 
my cigars before my fire, he
midis "I am getting very harci up;
I muOt raise some monoy,",
'sid: ,"How will you do it?"
have a method of my own," he
red. "which I apply whenever I
need of reedy cash."
hat is a like?" '
smiled with the smile of a sphinx
replied:
"all it a system of absence."
several oceasiond he made use of
)logy similar to the above.
.atunple, one( he said to me: -I
good er' ,h living out of not
in c( places at certain
er, he would not ex-
i0 his creditors, of
seemed perennial.
close. and it was
as the ready cash
no to his resciie, he
tin the same way
many times) be-
;
ifore. In the nick of time the mon y
came, however, and he proceed
with the skill of a practical debtor,
make a small stream of cash irrigate
a vast area of credit. This being ac-
complished, he was at ease again; and
one night, over a bottle of wino and
cigars, he told me how , he had raised
the money. ,
"It wasn't much," he said careless- '
ly—"five or six hundred. I manage
to raise that sum about four times a
year. If you understand how to make
it go—good as twice that, you know.
Now; I'll tell you. I have, back East,
a number pi relatives—rich, tespected,'
and all that. Money comes from
them, Easy . enough, you think?
Well, I wonder. ' I am the black sheep
of the outfit—scapegrace, you know.
And• do you imagine they would ever
give up a bean tor me, if I did not
come ; at 'em With something woi.
than a gun Why, sir, the Whole
bloody layout is so inean, and they
hate me so, that, I give you my word,
if I was roasting -in the lowest depths
of sheol, there isn't one of 'em would
loan you a fork to go and see-if I was
done. No, ssir!That's the kind of
citizens they are. But I notice they
come im pretty regular just the
same." • .
He flicked the ashes front his high
priced cigar into the fireplaee with an
impressive gesture. then from his
desk he produced several letters and a
book labelled "Journal."
-Here it is," he ekclaimed, throwing
the book "down on the table in front of
mei "'Richard Kerth's Ready Letter
Writer, or the Art of Holding Up Your
Relations.' And here are sample re-
turns," he added, dropping the letters
on the table. "But you had-better be-
gin at my end of the transaction.
Read insthe book first—the last batch
of letters copied there. I always copy
'em so as to keep track of what I'm do-
ing," .
I opened the Volume at the place
which he indicated and began to read
aloud: " iHirain Griffin, Cleveland, 0. i
My dear Uncle—'"
"My mother's only brother," inter-
polated the scapegrace--. Presbyterian
elder—hardware merchant—morarait-
izen." I read on: "I suppose 4011
will be devilish glad to learn that T
have at last decided to turn my face
homeetard. I am tired, of wandering,
and it's -- poor picking here. I
expect to start in a couple of weeks,
unless I hear. from you in the, mean-
time. A lot of California stock will
be entered at the fall meetings at
Cleveland,-and 1 I can fix for
both of us to get 1V,Vnc on the ground
floor, so that we Can make a good
thing out of it. How are-Bill and Jim-
my ,
"William, and James," said the black
sheep, rolling up his qyes; "his sons,
whom he is bringing up in the way
they saould go—pions .youths of 16 or
thereaboats. ,
eeI a expect they would enjoy the
races and- ome of life that I could
show them. I plan to spend a month
in Cleveland,' and perhaps may locate
there. Some of the-fellows are making
up a party to go to Chinas If I had a
couple hundred more I would 
govewith them, but I ha only jest enou h
to take me home, Your affeetionate
nephew—Richard'"
"Cold chills ran down his back ;when
he read that letter," said' Mr. Kertle
"Here is his reply. He prays for the
salvation of my soul and encloses a
cheek for two hundred. See? R
the next one."
eld
It was addressed to -S. Van Doottais
Keith, The Beauchamp, New York
City," and began: -Dear Uncle."
-Father's brother," the scapegrace
exclaimed, "old bachelor—great swell.
He never saw me, and hasan idea that
I am very wild and woolly, like every-
thing west of the Croton Aqueduct."
I read as follows: "Dear Uncle—
Respected brother of my parent, I take
my pen in hand to let you know that
two weeks from date I shall take the
train for your city and shall visit you
ett the Beauchamp House, where you
are staying. If you should happen to
be out of town, I will wait until you
get back, for I mean to live in your
city hereafter; I hope to get a job
there. I know you will help me, as
your brother's son, to get a job. Per-
haps Mr2I3eauchamp would like a man
to carry trunks. I know you will be
glad to see me. If I could get into the
grocery business here I would stay,
and a man I know of will take me in
for $200. Please look for -sine at the
depot,- in the __emigrant cares, Your
nephew, Rich.artr" 
'Imagine Uncle Van Doosan resdinie
that at his club', said- the seapegrace;
"I wonder it didn't give him a s roke
of apoplexy. However, it was n t the
first of its kind. He always comes up.
I don't have-10 whistle twice tei him."
The next was addressed to "Mrs.
Elizabeth Pennington, , Germantown,
Philadelphia."
"Van Doosan's sister," said the
scapegrace; "they have quarrelled and
won't compare notes. She is a widow,
with a fine income- an an elegant
place. Two lovely ......9aceitsgeable
daughters." ala— e
The letterjetaftirth the intended visit
of Mr. Riehard Kerth to the East and
his play to spend some time at Ger-
mflown—at his aunt's residence, if
she wished it so; if not, with some
friends of his there by the liame of
Boggs. There were various gallant
references to Mr. Korth's cousins and
a delicate insinuation that he would
probably Jail in love with one of them
during his visit. There was also a
casual reference to the sum of $150.
"She was short thisAime," remarked
the writer of the letter aloud; "only
sent $100. Strike her deeper next
time." -
There were two more letters in the
batch—both to cousins in Chicago.
They were full of mysterious hints
about good times to ,be enjoyed when
ho should visit that city shortly. Each
, demanded a plain loan of $50.
' "I seud them to their housee," said
,
he, with a villainous grin: their wives
read 'ern first. Good for fifty any time.
I not' ed ,that the book was written
nearly full, and that Mr. Kerth's "vis-
iting list"—if so it mitsht lie called—
contained some 10 or 15 names. Each
letter was dated, and underneath was
entered the result achieved. The lat-
ter was generally favorable.
"Whenever the machinery gets rus-
ty," said the scapegrade, "which hap-
pens every four or five years, I take a
trip East and lubricate things.' 'After
that," he added with a wink, 'it runs
better,"
I do not anew whether I have done
Wisely hi making these facts public.
For there are many people who might
easily sell their absence at a good fig-
ure—if they only understood the art,—
Frei Bayhamf in The Argonaut.
LETTERS MAY GET THERE.
But Their Addresses Are sometimes of a
Mbst Perplexing Character.
At the Washington postoffice there
is a eollection of old envelopes and
postal cards that would be entitled to a
place in the most curious of old
curiosity-shops, says the Washington
Post. The collection has been made by
C. M. Merrill, head clerk of the 4ity
distributing case, who has secured he
specimens after the persons for wbom
they were intended had read the c m-
munications.
Here is one in an unpracticed,
scrawling hand as nearly as it can be
translated into letters: -bin harmson,
Washim T. C." That would defy any-
body but a postal clerk. It was sur-
mised, however, by one of these that
this communication was intended for
Benjamin Harrison, president of the
United States, and the surmise proved
to be correct. The letter, which was
postmarked Lincoln, Neb., got to the
president all right. It was probably a
better of advice as to how to run the
government. An Office-seeker would
;let least have 'addressed the president
as "Mr."
"Mr. Adkin Jurnel" was the address
on a letter that came from some place
Arkansas. It was meant for ,the
utant-general of the army and to
zim It was delivered.. "Natal true
runbum, Washen," was the address
n a letter from Trenton, Kan. Even
this did not defy the expert postal
officials. They concluded the letter
was meant for the National Tribune of
this city, and this proved to be the case.
The letter was probably written by a
German. It did not take long to decide
that a letter addressed to -Mr. reubeen
right" was ihtended for Reuben
Wright," or that one addressed epErn.
E baker an son" was meant 'for Penne-
baker & Son.
"For Misses Sole, a Mamie, W" was
a puzzler for a little while. Then it
was decided that the letter was intend-
ed for Messrs. Soule & Co., attorneys-
- at-law. *Mr. Aifhanacting. 'Auditor"
stuck, some of the force for a little
while. Then it was remembered that
A. D. Shaw had been acting auditor
for a time and the letter turned out to
be for him. The person who wrote
the letter had doubtless seen Mr.
Shaw's name sign4 as "acting
auditor" to some document, hence the
mistake.
The mistake , made in allowing
Washington territory to come into the
union under the name of "Washing-
Ian" and .thus perpetuating the con-
dition of having a territorial division
sad a .large city with the saine name
is more apparent to the postal officials
than to anybody else. For example,
a great deal of mail matter is put into
boxes here addressed "Washington,
D. C.," that is evidently meant for
places in the state of Washington.
People here seem unable to write the
name of "Washington" without putting
"D. C." to it. Hundreds of letters
and packages go into the boxed here
every week containing this error.
Us Always Listens.
-yes," said a clergyman who knows
how to tell a good story £8 well as to
listen to and appreciate one tolei by
another, -I am, of course, often asked,
when some one in convertation is on
the point of telling aatory, whether I
have heard so and so. Now, it is pos-
sible that I may have heard that story
half a dozen or half a' hundred times
before, but I am certain that I have
never heard it told exactly as this par-
ticular person will tell it. So I can
truthfully answer that f have never
heard it, and that is my invariable
practice. Everyttody who has under-
taken to tell a story kncws what a sen-
sation is produced when the listener
interrupts him to say tbat he has heard
it before, and of course, there is some-
thing of the same feelink when one
who thin he has a good thing to tell
is headed o
been heard alr
the remark that it has
. No story is ever
told twice precisely .The indi-
vidual elernent always comes in. So it
is no evasion or stretchingsaf the truth
when I say of some incident 'tbat may
be familiar to me that I hate, not
heard it; I am sure I have not heaatt
precisely the way this teller will nar-
rate it. And it makes things much
pleasanter, too, in the long run,
especially for a minister."
the Cross Mother.
At no time in her busy days is an
Intelligent mother se apt to fold the
arms and close the eyes of maternal
justice as when she is cross. This
crossness is chiefly caused by fatigue—
weariness of mind and body, and
sometimes of soul. With tired nerves
and weary body, she cannot endure
the common demands made upon her,
and ill-temper knolls. She sows bit-
ter feelings and impels loving atten-
tions with her irritable hasty words.
Broadly speaking, no mother has any
right to get so 4ired. She cannot
afford it. It takes] too much out of
her life, and too mut out of her chide
ren's life. Such a ndition can mor-
frequently be prevented than is gener-
ally believed.—Harper's Bazar,
THE WORLD OF WOMEN.








There fo`e records of strong women,
although they are comparatively rare.
In the time of Louie XV there was .an
actress engaged at the Theatre Fran-
cais, Mile. Gauthier, who could break
a coin between the fingers of one hand,
and roll a silver plate into ths a-eass of
a cup of conical shape. No o. old
bear the pressure of her hoe and
only Maurice de Saxe, one of the
strongest men of his time, was able to
open her closed hand.
In the same century there lived in
England a woman, Miss 13ettie Thomp-
son, who could beak chains with her
hand. Miss Kerrie; a young mulatto
woman who appeared in most of. the
capitals of Europe, was we believe the
first to perform the feat, while hang-
ing with the bend of her knee ts in a
trapeze, holding a man at his belt with
her teeth and 'turning him rapidly
round with her hands.' The same trick
was performed more recently, among
others, by Miss Leona Dare and Miss
Carle Wilton
It cannot be said that this is exactly
a fitting performance for women, or
that- the exhibitide of the weake: sex
as- athletes generally is an alltogether
edifying spectacle. It ought to badis-
couraged as much as possible as de-
gradingto the sex.-aChambers' Journal.
HowDaughtgr-e Should beEducated.
To inaugurate an economical fah ion
is well; only-let it be sine of, preven-
tion, not of cure. To ;rear a girl in
absolute dependence, good for noth-
ing, selfish in her aims, and exact ingin
her deeiands, is a sin against the
daughter and against Society, to be-
gin at her birth to economize and re-
trench in every department for the
accumulation of money, that this
monstrous perversion. of her life may
be accomplished', and Maintained, is
grotesque and' heathenish. Girls thus
trained will fail of attaining a high
order of womanhood. Their aims will
be petty„their idea-la loW, and ix thing
very excellent can be expected of them
in wifehood or motherhood. Let the
reform already inaugurated be made
fashionable and be carried on.
While we carefully gaped whatevei
is womanly in our daughters let them
be trained to more of fiber andfirm-
ness. Educate them to self denial if
pecuniary circumstances, demand it,-
and not to self indulgence. Accv atom
,them to be of servica in the nousehold,
to regard economy as praiseworthy
and even heroic, and to add to all
their other accomplishments a prac-
tical knowledge of work and the pos-
session of some lucrative vocation Or
industry by which they can support
themselves. Such girls when portion-
less will carry to their husbands dow-
eries in themselves.—North Americap
Review.
• A Notable Trousseau.
Among the daintiest things ia the
trousseau of Miss Shepard, the daugh-
ter of Col. Elliott F. Shepard, and
who became Mrs. William Jay Schief-
felin recently,were the fans. One which
came,' among many other gifts, from
the bride's grandmother, Mrs. W ;Warn
H. Vanderbilt, was a charming old-
time fancy in delicately gamed sandal
wood:: Each stick was richly Inlaid
with gold, and the sticks were tied to-
gether at the bottom with a gold rib-
bon, crusted with small dianionels and
, emeralds. The mount was yellow old
lace, worth in itself a small fortune.
There were several old Watteau fans
with wonderful 'sainting, to use which
to cool the cheek,even of a dai ghter
of the Vanderbdts, would approach
the barbarous. The amount of lace
used in the-trousseau was something
almoat unprecedented. If the bride
adds to her collection she can easily
make it, before the laps of very many
years, one of the most notable in the
country. But however she may take
unto herself the dignities and adrn-
ments of matronhood, she can never
make herself look prettier than when
at one oi her little charitable entertain-
ments no longer time ago she stood, a
fair slender girl with bluish gray eyes,
wearing a blue silk frock fringe with
email pinkish flowers, with a Oimpe
of white mull drawn up about her
throat, her only ornament a neck-
lace of small pearls with one huapear-
tdiape pearl hanging in front as a
pendant.
The Fashion.
Uuless all signs fail and the back of
winter is suddenly broken, it will be
many weeks yet before the big winter
wraps and furs can safely be retired
?rein duty, and those who are the for-
tunate owners of seal and sable, or of
rich furlined cloaks will cling to them
a long as possible from sheer de-
light their luxurious comfort. But
in this uncertain climate of ours, even
a few mild, lovely days are just as
tantalizing for taste of the flowery
gemmed spring and it is a great pleas-
ure to feminine humanity to slip into
one's natty spring coat even for a few
'hours only. In this full between the
winter and Easter gayeties, thete are
various afternoon teas and receptions,
at which it is allowable to air
spring gown or new out-aide gar
sa, it -does not seem prematu
give our readers an idea of the
spring coats.
One style is a diatinguished
era with the cross seam over t
end in double-breasted style.
material is a medium weight clot
rather light grey, and it ie







and also upon the square cuffs, kith
darkgrey and silver. Another is plainer
but very stylish. It is of dark blue
cloth with blue fronts, opening over a,
long Waistcoat with pleated skirtawhich
is of fawn. An embroidered mull
cravat gives a dressy finish to the
simple but very chic garment.
In the new goods, the sateens have
intricate all over patterns and the dark
messy green goods have double loops
and ends of "faded purple" velvet
ribbon, and the purple goods , have
green bows. The challies in cotton
are printed in the Prevailing patterns
used in sateens.
Anbther exceedingly neat and dainty
home dress is made of figured wool
brocade in metallic blue and seal
brovOn and snuff brown cashmere. The
skirt opens in front over the the bro-
cade; and side forms reach to the bust.
The waist and sleeyes are of the; bro-
cade, and across the bust is arranged
a puff drapery,-each side edged with
narrow gathered ruffles. ,There are
three ruffles around the bottom. one
extending up the front to the waist on
each aide. This makes a very dressy
gown with little labor and could
be copied in almost any two limterials
Ruffles; narrow and wide, gathered
knife; side,-box or rose plaited are de-
cidedly"in? now, and form a pretty
finish to the bottom Of a dress and
frame for the feet Several very nar-
row Ones are placed so as to overlap
each other and have no heading, being
sewn on the skirt by only a cord.
Others have a bias rolled fold.
American Girls Supreme. .
Rudyard Kipling has been very
severely scored by the press on ac-
count of his criticisms of U8 and oni-
customs and manners. But th ladies
certainly have no reason to find fault
with this comparison made be ween
them and those of other cou tries.
Kipling says;
Sweet and tomely are the maidens
Of Devonshire; delicate and of graci-
ous !seeming those who live in the
pleat-tent places of London; fascinat-
ing fOr all their demureness the dam-
eels of France, clinging elolycs tO their
mothers and with large eyes wonder-
ing at the wicked world; excellent in
her own place and to those who under-
stand her is the Anglo-Itidian;Ispin"
in her second season; but the girls
of America are above and beyond
theni all. They are clever, they can
talk—yea, it is said that they think.
Certainly they have esnce of
so doing which is delightfully 'pt-
lye. •
They are Original, and regard you
between the brows with unabashed
eyes' as a sister might look at her
brother. They are instructed, too, in
the ;folly and vanity of the male
mind, for they have associated with
"the boys" from babyhood and can
discerningly minister to both vices or
pleatiantly snub the possessor. They
possess, moreover, a life amongthene
selves, independent of any masculine
assosiations. They have societies
-and clubs and unlimited tea fights
iihere all the guests are girls. They
are ; self-possessed, without- parting
with, any tenderness that is their sex-
right; they understand; ,they can take
care ;of themselves; they are supoemely
independent. When you ask them
what makes them so charming, they
;says— . I
"It is because we are better eaucat-
ed Unit, your girls, and—and we are
more -.sensible in regard to men, We
have good times all round, hut we
aren't taught to regard every Man as
a possible husband. Nor is heetpect-
ed to marry the first girl he cals on
reularly."
'les, they have, good, times,, their
freedom is large and they do not /abuse
it. They can go driving with young men
and receive visits from young en to
an extent- that would make an E glish
mother wink with horror, and n ither
driver nor drives has a thoug it be-
yond the enjoyment' of a good time.
As certain, also, of their own poets
have said:—
Man is fire and woman is tow.
And the devil he conies and begins to
In: Americablow  the tow is soaked in a
solution that makes it fire proof', in
absOlute liberty and large knowledge;
consequently accidents do not exceed
the regular percentage arranged by
the ;devil ler each class and climate
under the skies. -
Hints About the Home.
Bits of charcoal in a sick room ab-
sorb impurities.:
• To extinguish the flames from liero-
eerie:use Hoer profusely upon them.
To clean a spice mill grind a handful
of raw rice through it.
Clean, the mica in the stove doors
with a soft cloth dipped in vinegar and
;water.
1
If children's' clothes we're dipped in,
alum water and then dried they Would
not take fire.
A little sweet $il or lard put Over the
surface of e poultice Makes itimore
soothing and mbre easily removed.
Between frost fish and ameiteithere
is a distinction with a difference,lhow-
ever.much boarding-house ladies may
deny it.
A soup made of frog legs is a Chicago
idea which a local paper sa s has
"caught on." It were better t say
it has "jumped into favor."
If ever there is an epicurean co gress
to make -laws it will, no doub first
issue an edict against everlastingr"cot-
tage pudding.'
Frazen game, however daintily
broiled or roasted, is said to be Much
more difficult to digest than the fresh
article. -
"Olive slaw" is something new. It is
olives pitted and then chopped fine
and saturated with a sharp, French
dressing.
Have a thumb stall to slip on when
yoo pare potatoes or apples, or you
-re apt to cut the skin and keep it con-
'-'fly rough and uncomfortable, es-
"for sewing.
SCIENCE AND PROGRESS.
FRESH FACTS OF INTEREST TO
INQUIRING MINDS.
Fallacies Concerning Aluminum--
How an Electric Car Is Moved--
A Novel Microscope—Rain and
Explosions—New Process For
Raising Sand--Notes and Lubrica-
tion.
A Revel Pencil.
An old German in San Franciscobas
conceived a hew idea, which is rapidly
bringing grist to his mill. This is the
utilization of long French nails as
lead pencils. The ingenious mechanic
hollows out the nail, puts a screw in
the head, and then, by putting a piece
of graphite in the hollow stern, he has
an-excellent peecil. The nail when
polished looks like silver, and the
pencils are in great demand.
New Proceed few Raising Sand.
An improved process for raising
sand has been patented in England.
A barge is used having a tank to re-
ceive drainage or over-flow of water
therefrom. A pulsenneter or other
pump is furnished with &suction pipe—
part rigid and part-flexible—to reach to
the bed or bank of sand, which is drawn
through it and deposited in the tank
Around the mouth of the suction
pipe are placed a number of hollow
prougs, suitably connected with an-
other pump. Through these prongs
jets of water frOm the water-hole on
the barge are fierced, and the sand
thus loosened is readily taken up by
the suction pipe.
How an Electric Car Is Moved
The dynamo which generates the
current does so by the revolution of
a coil of wire near the poles of the
magnet, the force which revolves the
coil being derived from the engine.
The current then passes over the wires,
down the trolly which surmounts each
car, to a small motor. This motor
has an armature consisting of coils
of wire traversed by an electrical cur-
rent which is attracted in succession
to the poles of the stationary coils
called the field magnets, through vsich
the current Men flows, flies arolind,
and transmits its motion by means
of cogwheels, to ;the axle of the car.
The river of 'the car, by use of a lever
tun he current into the motor be-
ecar, or diverts it to theraile
he conduit system the
current, pass ong the wire, with
which connectioa ade into the
motor on the car, a 'hen out
through the wheels to the rail's, and
then back to the central dynamo.—
, Engineering.
Covering Pipe. for the Co nserva-
tiom of Haat.
An ii- stance of the success attending
the covering of pipes for conserving
heat occurred quite recently, in which
a residencg was fitted with a complete
system of hot water simply pipes on a
scale sufficiently large for a good boiler
in a five-foot kitchen range; but owing
to the exigencies of a 'temporary delay
a three-foot range was fitted up and
connected to the chimney and circula-
ting pipes for temps:sr./try cooking and
hot-water supply. It was not sup-
posed that the little range with its
boiler would do much in the way of
water heating, but to the astonishment
of every one it gave an abundant supply
of very hot water in.every part of the
house as quickly in the morning as a
larger range, could be expected to do.
The best material for covering pipes
is hair felt; hair is a poor conductor
of heat, and is iinstirpa8sable for this
purpose, especially as it is so easy of
application. The felt, which is readily
obtainable in sheets, is cut up in strips
for pipe work, and wound round the
pipe spirally and secured with cord
or wire.
Notes on LudricatIon.
In some practicial notes on lubri-
cation F. Kuhne says in the Electrical
Railway -Advertiser: Great care
should be taken to keep cylinder oil
free from all dust or flying particles.
The smallest quantity of gritty matter
may cause trouble, delay, And con-
siderable expense, should it happen to
get into your cylinder, The use of a
galvanized iron oil cabinet, which can
be kept entirely closed, will obivate
this difficulty. Knight's American-
mechenical dictionary says. "The re-
quisites of a good lubricant are, that
it must endure the heat of melted
lead without change, in order to stand
friction and lubricate the cylinders of
steam engines. The heat under a pres-
sure ef 150 pounds of steam is enough
to decompose or distil any vegetable
or animal oil in the market. They
must be fixed arid not volatile, other-
wise they are decomposed by friction
and burned or driedup, They must not
show or possess feld reaction either
naturally or artificially; otherwise
bolts are cut in the steam chest, and
the iron, particularly wrought iron, is
made porous. They must possess a
sufficient power of tenacity without
oxidation otherwise they will gum."
A Novel td—lcroscops:
A microseopea'which it is claimed is
the most complete and finest instru-
ment of its kind ever imported into
this country has been imported for a
prominent New York scientist.
The instrument which is known as
the Beck International, cost $16,50,
and has all the movements that can
possibly be obtained for its manipula-
tion,: Nearly every adjustment is op-
erated by a rack and pinsion.
and the others by equally easy and
stable methods. Some idea of the size
of the microscope may be obtained by
mentioning that the reflector, which
carries level and concave mirross is
three-and-a-inches in diameter. Every
revolution of the instrument arouwl
the stage which is sufficiently heavy
kve fres-dein and firmness, Is gTP
edtq degrees. The case for the instru-
ment ilia carefully finished mahogany
box, with mountings of polished braes.
In it ere three small cages of mahog-
any, filled with what is considered
every conceiveable device for magni-
fying objects or reflecting light.
Notable among the accessories is a
iiolariecope arranged especially to reg-
ister the angle from crystals under ex-
amination. There are fourteen objec-
tives or lenses to complete the outfit
and to increase the power of the in-
strument from 10 d iameters to 10,000.
There are also eight additonal eye
pieces to decrease or increase power as
wanted, and an eye piece micrometer
with cobweb adjustment. The Sorbys
microspectroscope is so arranged as to
fit neatly upon theslye piece of the in-
strument for epectroscopic analysis
and together with the gomometer and
dicuroiscope, together with over 100




Under the directions of the Forestry
Division of the Department of Agricul•
ture experiments to prodace rainfall
by the explosion of dynamite are to
be made. The theory that rain may
be produced by explogives is based
largely on the fact that nearly all the
great battles of this century have been
followed quite shortly by rain.
During the siege of Valenciennes in
1793, the weather, which had been
hot and dry, became violently rainy
after the cannonading commenced.
At the battle of, Dresden in 1813,
the weather, which had been serene
and very warm, suddenly changed.
Vast clouds filled the sky, and soon a
torrent of rain fell.
At Waterloo, according to one
authority, the weather during the
morning of June 17, 1815, had been
oppressively warm. The atinosphere
was close, and a dark heavy cloud
hung over the combatants. Brigade
guns began firing. The concussion
seemed to rebound through the still
atmosphere, and to communicate like
an electric spark with the heavily
charged clouds above. A violent
thunder-clap burst forth, which was
followed by a great downpour of rain.
One of the builders of the Central
Pacific Railroad states that he was
compelled to do a great *deal of blast-
ing through a part of the country
where rain had never been known to
fall in considerable quantities, and
where it has never rained since. But
during the periixl of the blasting, near-
ly a year, it rained every day.
. Humboldt states that the eruption
of a South American volcano in A dry
season sometimes changes it to a rainy
season.
It also, that in very warm.
calm weatheii of woods
and lon,g gra
ten si ve fires t Scotia are gen
ly followed l oods of rain.
Whether rain can be,artificially pro-
duced without expentie too great to
make the enterprise worth while, and
without dependence on a favorable
condition of the atmosphere, are ques-
tions which the experimenters have
yet to decide.
Fallacies Concerning Aluminum.
The, claims made for aluminum as
the metal of the future tie shown to
be extravagant by William Kent in,
the American Machinist. If aluminum
should ever be reduced in price, he
says. to 10 or 15 cents a pound, as is
claimed, what field is there for the
metal at that price? It cannot possi-
bly replace iron or steel as a structur-
al metal for even at 10 cents a pound
it would be about five times as erpen-
else per pound. If it be said that-this
is largely offset by its being only one-
third as heavy, and that the bulk of a
pound is three times as great as that
of a pound of steel, then it may' be re-
joined that it is only one-thirtfae
strong. It may replace silver, German
silver, copper, tin and zinc for some of
the purposes for which these metals
are used, but by no means for all. It
is too cheap to replace silver for coins,
and for high-priced tableware, but is
excellent for moderate-priced ware.
It will probably make a better roof
than copper. tin or zinc, if it ever is AS
cheap as these metals, but is more
fusible than copper; which makes it
less useful for stills, has less electric
conductivity, making it lees useful for
electric whets and thus far it has not
been successfully brazed or soldered,
in which respect it is inferior to nearly „
all other useful metals.
-The most valuable properties of
aluminum are its ductility under
drawing processes, and its non-liability
to corrosion. It can be rolled -into
sheets .0007" in thickness, beaten
into leaf, drawn into tubes, and teptie
or stamped into various shapes. It
is sucptible of a high degree of finelh
by polishing or burnishing. It becomes
hard by working, and requires !regnant
annealing. It melts perfectly fluid at
about 1300°, but becomesgranularsA
about 1000° F. It is most easily
worked at a temperature of from 
24
to 300°. It is apt to become gran-
ular and to stick to the rolls at a
higher temperature. As to the corrodi-
bility of the metal, it is unaffected by
either dry or moist air, by water, by
sulphuretted hydrogen or other sul-
phur vapors, by salt, sea water, a
weak solution of salt in acetic acid,
or by sulphuric or intric acids. Thes
acids, however, rapidly act- upor
metal in the presence of el
The alloys of aluminum w'
metals have many valuate'
and there are protiato















. TI•it SLEEPING CT-lieD.
lif,y baby slept---bow calm his rest,
As o'er his handsome face a smile
Like that of angel flitted, while
Whi ley la still upon my breast .
1ST baby slept --his baby head
Lay all unkiss'd 'neath pall and shroud;
I did not weep or cry aloud---
I only wished I, too, were dead!
My baby sleeps---a tiny mound,
All covered by the little flower,.
Woos we in all my waking ho:ir-q.
Down La the quiet Unrying-ground.
And yaw, I sleep I seem to he
With baby in another land--
I take his little baby hand--
He smiles and sings sweet songs to me.
Sleep on, 0 baby. while.' keep
• My vigils till this day be past:
Then shall I, too, lie down at last,
And with my baby darling sleep.
---Eugene Field.
' THE SCAPEGRACE• bloody layout is so Mean, and they
hate me so, that, I give yoti my. word,We who earn our living by hard if I was meeting in the lowest depthswork naturally regard with a good deal of sheet, there isn't one Of 'em wouldA interest those who manage to dodge loan you a fork to go and See-if I wasthis seeming necessity, done. No, sirl That's the kind ofWhat are these mysterious mortals, citizens they are. But I notice theywe say, who toil not, neither do they tome up pretty regular just thesteal, who have no property, nor any same."apparent source of income, yet they He nicked the ashes froth his highwear clothes, eat meals and sleep under priced cigar into the fireplace with ana good roof like the fast of us? impressive gesture. Then from hisWe have a habit of speaking with
contempt of these people, as though 
desk he produced several letters -and a
they were beneath us in the 
soiaalbook labelled "Journal."
• scale. Are we not really in secret a Here it is," he ekclaimed, throwing
the book down on the table in front oflittle envious of their originality and
courage? me; " 'Richard Kerth's Ready_ Letter
Writer, or the Art of Holding tip"YourIf one should, foreexample, try the
simple rule of "put yourself in his 
Relations., 
And here are sample re-
place--" turns," he added, dropping the /otters
You, now, who make a living by on the table. -But you had better be-
gin at my end of the transaction.-some occupation, commonplace but re-
Reads in the book first—the last batchliable, suppose you were to wake to-
Of letters copied there. I always copymorrow in a strange place, without
oney or friends, and with all work 'em so as to keep track of what I'm do-
. orohibited—what would you do? How 
ing.
J' would you arrange about breakfast, I opened the 'volume at the place
wand, subsequently, about dinner, and hich he indicated'and began to read
aloud: " 'Hiram Griffin, Cleveland, 0.:--iiiipper, and a bed, and then numerous 
meals and beds thereafter? WOuld you My dear Uncle---' "
• not be frightened? Would you not -My mother's only brother," inter-be
at a loss what to do? Well, that is polated the scapegrace----Presbytenan
where you would show your inferiority elder—hardware merchant—moral cit-
izen." I read on: -I suppose youto those of whom we speak.
It must be admitted that they could,
if they wished, earn a plain, honest
living as we do; whereas could we, by
the exercise of our wits exist a week
after their fashion? En effet, there
you have the whole matter.
Before I undertook a study of these
singular beings, I had always thought
of them as a class by thenuielves, pur-
suing, for the most part, similar
methods. To live without work con-
stituted in my mind a profession—like
law or the ministry. I wronged them.
I did not appreciate their fecund origi-
nality. There is no profession that is
common to them all. but each has his
own, complete in itself; unique and
delicate as the miniature carved work
of the Japanese.
To tell of them is to tell of indi-
viduals, not of the claws show them. I plan to spend a month
in Cleveland, and perhaps may locateThere was one Who recently came to
live at the very respectable boarding
place of the present writer., He was,
as the naturalists would say, an excel-
there. Some of the fellows are making
up a party to go to China If I had a
couple hundred more 1 would go
lent specimen—rather young, good with them, but I have only just enough
looking, well dressed , and correctly
mannered. There are some of this
class who have a low habit of making
a pretence of earning a living. They
will maintain an office with "Real
Estate" or ..Commission," or something
of that kind on the door. To no such
stupid vulgarity did Mr. Richard Kerth
descend. Not even a suggestion of
work cast a cloud upon his title of
"gentleman."
I had know seruething of the previ-
ous career of Mr. Kerth, and when he
took possession of two of the best
rooms in the house' I hastened to make
his acquaintance. He treated me with
easy condescension, and soon offeadto
borrow money of me.
I did not loan Mr. Kerth any money.
at was, indeed, for a long time a source
of quiet satisfaction to me that while a
number of others, in plain view on
all sides, were being taxed for the
support of this American peer, I was
exempt. But one day as I was being get 'back, for I mean to live in your
measured for an overcoat, my tailor city- hereafter; I hope to get a job
there. I know you will help me, as
your brother's son, to get' a job. Per-
haps Mr. Beauchamp would like a man
to carry trunks. I know you will be
glad to see me. If I could get into the
loss. He immediately proceeded to do grocery business here I would stay,
so. The overcoat which I ordered was and a nanI know of will take me in
more expensive by $5 than I had ex- for $200. Please look for Me at the
depot in the emigrant cars. Your
nephew, Richard."
"Imagine Uncle Van Doosan reading
that at his club, said the scapegritce;
"I wonder it didn't give him a stroke
of apoplexy. However, it was not the
first of its kind. He always comes up.
I don't have to whistle twice to him."
The next was addressed to "Mrs.
nese He was, however, loth to be- Elizabeth. I'ennington, Germanto n,
tray his secret all at once, butpeepared Philadelphia." .
me beforehand by various significant "Van Doosan's sister," said hehints to appreciate better its mysteri- scapegrace; "they have quarrelled and
won't compare notes. She is a widow,
with a fine income and
place. Two lovely
daughter;'!
The letiter jet.ftrrth the Iitended visit
of Mr. Itiehard Kerth to the East and
his Oaf to spend some time at Ger-
mIttown—at his aunt's residence, if
she wished it so; if not, with some
friends- of his there by the name of
lloggs. There were various gallant
references to Mr. Kerth's cousins and
a delicate insinuation that he would
asked me what I knew about Mr.
Richard Kerth, and told me that he
owed fifty dollars on a suit of clothes.
I answered Shearsby that I thought he
had better charge it up to profit and
oils nature.
One evening, when he was smoking
one of my cigars before my fire, he
said: "I am getting very hard -up;
I muat raise some money,"
id: -How will you do it?"
have a method of my own," he
red, "which I apply whenever I
need of reedy caLh."
hat is it lilic?"
smiled with the smile of a sphinx
replied:
,!all it a system of absence."
several occasions he made use of
ology similar to the above.
dxamplc, oiseehe said to me: "I
good er- h living out of not
in a- places at certain
Fi he would not ex-
fore. In the nick of time the money
came. -however, , and -he proceeded.
with the skill of a praCtical debtor, to
make a small stream of cash irrigate
a vast twelve( credit. This being ac-
complished. he was at ease again; and
one night, over a bottle of wino and
cigars, he told me how be had raised
the money.
"It wasn't much," he said. careless-
ly-e"fie or six hundred. I manage
to raise. that sum about four times a
year. If you understand how to make
it go—good as eviice that, you know.
Now. I'll tell you. I have, back East,
a number of relative—.rich : aespeeted,
and all that Money comes from
them. Easy enough: you think?
Well, I wonder. I am the black sheep
of the outfit—scapegrace; you know.
And do you Imagine they would ever
give up a bean for me, if I did not
come at 'em with something worse
than it gun Why, sir, the whole
will be devilish glad to learn that I
have at last decided to turn my face
homeward. I am tired, of wandering,
and it's -- poor picking here. I
expect to start in a couple of weeks,
unless.1 hear from you in the mean-
time. A lot of California stock wifl
be entered at the fall meetings at
Cleveland, and I think I can- fix for
both of us to get let in on the ground
floor, so that we can make a good
thing out of it. How are Bill and Jim-my
"William and James," said the black
sheep, rolling up his eyes; "hid sons,
whom he is bringing up in the way
they should go—pious youths of 16 or
thereabouts."
" expect they would enjoy the
races and some of life that I could
pected, and possibly about nine other
of Shearsby's customers suffered a
similar amount of indirect taxation.
As time passed, I gained more and
more of Mr. Kerth's 'confidence. I
knew just enough about his past per-
formances to make him think that my
silence was a useful commodity, and
he sought to purchase it with frank-
to take me home. Your affectionate
nephew—Richard.'"
"Cold chills 'ran down his back when
he read that letter," said Mr. Kerth.
"Here is his reply. He prays for the
salvation of my soul and encloses a
check for two hundred. See? Read
the next one." ,
It was addressed to -S. Van Doosan
Keith, The Beauchamp, New York
City," and began: -Dear Uncle."
-Father's brother," the scapegrace
exclaimed, "old bachelor—great swell.
He never saw me, and has an idea that
I am very wild and woolly, like every-
thing west of the Croton Aqueduct."
I read as follows: "Dear Uncle.—
Respected brother of ray p rent, I takei
my pen in hand to let yo know that
two weeks from date I 
shi 
I take the
train for your city and shall visit you
'ht the Beauchamp House, where you
are staying. If you should happen to




, tie, with a villainous grin-, their wives
read 'em first, Good for fifty any time.
I noticed that the book WKS written
nearly full, and that Mr. Kerth's "vis-
iting. list"—if so it mitsta he called—
contained some 10 or 15 names. Each
- letter was dated, and underneath was
entered the result achieved. The lat-
ter was generally favorable.
"Whenever the machin ry gets rus-ty,":
said the scapegrace, 'which hap-
pens every four or five y rs, I take a
trip East and lubricate. things. -After
that," he added with a wiliki "it runs
better:"
I cid not know ̀whether Is have done
Wisely in making these facts public.
For there are many people who might
easily sell their absence at a good fig-
ure—if they only understood the art.—
Frei. Bayhamf in The Argonaut.
LETTERS MAY GET THERE.
But Their addresses Are sometimes of a
hit:oat= Perplexing Character.
At the Washington postoffiee there
is a sollection of old envelopes and
postal cards that would be entitled to a
place in the most curious of old
curiosity-shops, says the Washington
Post. The collection has been made by
C. M. Merrill, head clerk of the city
distributing case, who has secured the
specimens after the persons for whom
they were intended had read thescom-
munications.
Here is one in an unpracticed,
scrawling hand as nearly as it can be
translated into letters: "bin harmson,
Washim T. C." That Would defy any-
body but a postal clerk. It was sur-
mised, however, by one of these that
this communication was intended for
Benjamin Harrison, president of the
United States, and the surmise proved
to be correct. The letter, which was
postmarked 'Lincoln, Neb., got to the
president all right. It was probably a
letter of advice as to how to run the
government. An office-seeker would
at least have addressed the president
as "Mr."
-Mr. Adkin Jurnel" was the address
on a letter that came from some place
in Arkansas. It was meant for the
adjutant-general of the army and to
him it was delivered. "Nasel true
brunbum, Washen," was the address
on a letter from' Trenton, Kan. Even
this did not defy the expert postal
officials. They concluded the letter
Was meant for the National Tribune of
this city, and this proved to be the case.
The letter was probably written by a
German. It did not take long to decide
that aletter addressed to "Mr. reubeen
right" was intended for Reuben
Wright," or that one addressed "pEnt.
E baker an son" was meant for Penne-
baker & Son.
-For Misses Sole, a tornela W" was
a puzzler for a little while. Then it
was decided that the letter was intend-
ed for Messrs. Soule & Co., attorneys-
at-law. "Mr. Ajfhanacting, Auditor"
stuck some of the force for a little
while. Then it was remembered that
A. D. Shaw had been acting auditor
for a time and the letter turned out to
be for him. The, person who wrote
the letter had doubtless seen Mr.
Shaw's name signed as "acting
auditor" to some document, hence the
mistake.
The mistake made in allowing
Washington territory to come into the
union under the name of -Washing-
ton" and thus perpetuating the con-
dition of having a territorial division
and a large city with the same name
is more apparent to the postal officials
than to anybody else. For example,
a great deal of mail matter is put into
boxes here addressed "Washington,
D. C.," that is evidently meant for
places in the state of Washington.
People here seem unable to write the
name of "Washington" without putting
"D, C." to it. Hundreds of letters
and packages go into the boxes here
every week containing this error.
Ile Always Listens.'
"Yes," said a clergyman who knows
how to tell a good story ES well as to
listen to and appre.ciate one tola by
another, a1 am, of course, often asked,
when some 'one in conversation is on
the point of telling a story, whether I
have heard so and so. Now, it is pos-
sible that I may have heard that story
half a dozen or half a hundred times
before, but I am certain that I have
never heard it told exactly as this par-
ticular person will tell it. So I can
truthfully answer that I have never
heard it, and that is my invitriable
practice. Everybody who has Under-
taken to tell a story knows what a sen-
sation is produced when the listener
interrupts him to say that he has heard
it before, and of course there is some-
thing of the same feeling when one
who thinks he has a good thing to tell
is headed off by the remark that it has
been heaiel already. No story is ever
told twice precisely alike. The indi-
vidual elefnent always comes in. So it
is no evasion or stretching of the truth
when I say of some incident that may
be familiar to me that I have not
heard it; I am sure I have not heard it
precisely the way this teller will nar-
rate it. And it makes things much
pleasanter. too, in the long run,
especially for a minister."
The Cross Mosher.
At no time in her busy days is an
intelligent mother so apt to fold the
arms and close the eyes Of maternal
justice as when she is cross. This
crossness is chiefly caused by fatigue—
probably fall in love with one of them weariness of mind and body, and
during his visit. There was also a sometimes of soul. With tired nerves
casual reference to the SUM of $1$0. and weary body, she cannot endure
"She was short this time," remarkee the common demands made upon her,
the writer of the letter aloud; eonly , and ill-temper foam:Ifs. She sows bit-
sent $100. Strike her deeper next ter feelings and irr.Pels loving Mien-
. time." tions with her irritable hasty words.
le he creditors, of There were two move letters in the Broadly speaking, lei mother has any
seemed perennial, batch—both to cousins in Chicago. I right to get so tired. She cannot
n close, and it was They were full of mysterious hints , afford it. It takes too much out of
so the ready cash about good times to be enjoyed when . her life, and too much out of her childe
co to hicrescue, he ho should visit that city shortly. Each ren's life. Such a condition can mor-
: in the same way demanded a plain loan of 00. I frequently be prevented than is gener-
a mass times be- .1 send them to their houses," said P.Uy belleved.—Harper'o Bazer,
THE WORLD OF W031 N.,
RIL 16, 1891.
INTERESTING MATTERS FO THK
FAIR SEX.
The Fashions—How Dab tors
Should be Educated--A- erh-
can Girls Supreme--A ota-
ble Trousseau—Strong IWo NI--
Hints About Home.
Strong Women. t_
There are records Of strong w men,
although they are comparatively rare.
In the time cif Louis XV there w s an
actress engaged at the Theatre ran-
cais, Mile. Gauthier, who could weak
a coin between the fingers of one land,
and roll a silver plate into the ̀-%.,En : of
a cup of conical shape. No o.
bear the pressure of her has and
only Maurice de Saxe, one o the
strongest men of his time, was a le to
open her closed hand.
In the same century there liv in
England a woman, Miss Bettie - .mr,-
son, who could beak chine wit her
hand. Miss Keene; a young in atto
woman who appeared in most o the
capitals of Europe, was we belies e the
fine tdperform the feat, while meg-
ing with the bend of her knees in a
trapeze, holding a man at his bel with
her teeth tied turning him r 1.idly
round with her hands. ' The same trick
was performed more recently, a ong
others, by Miss Leona Dare ,and Miss
Cane Wilton
It cannot be said that this. is e tly
a fitting performance for wome e or
that the exhibition of the weake sex
as athletes generally is an alltol :thee
edifying spectacle. It ought to *: dis-
couraged as rimeh as possible de-
grad i ngto the se.—Chambers' Jo nud.
HowDaughters Should beEduc
To ina ugurate an economical f
is well; only let it be due of p
non, not of Cure. To rear a
absolute dependence, good for
ing, selfish in her aims, and exec
her deniands, is a sin agains
daughter-and against society,
gin at her birth to economize a
trench in every department fo
accumulation of money, that
monstrous perversion of her lif
be accOmplished and maintain
grotesque and heathenish. Girl
trained will fail of attaining a
order o womanhood. Their aim
be pettY, their ideals tow, and no
very excellent Can beexpected of
in wifehood or motherhood.
reform already inatiaurated be
fashionable and be carried on.
IVadle we carefully wird wh
is womanly in our daughters let
be trained to more of fiber and
ness. Educate them to self de
pecuniary' circumstences, dem-a
and pot to self indulgence. Ac
them to Ise of service in the nous
to regard economy as praiseiv
and even heroic, and to add
their other accomplishments a
heal knowledge of work ,and th
session of sonic- lucrative vocati
industry by which they can an
themselves. Such girls when po
lass will carry to their husbands
eries in themselves.—North Am
Review.
A Notable Trousseau.
Among the daintiest things i
trousseau of Miss Shepard, the d
ter of Col. Elliott F. Shepard
who becaniellfrs. William Jay
felherecently,were the fans. One
came, among many other gifts,











































H. Vanderbilt, was 'a charmin old-
time fancy in delicately carved ndal
wood. Each stick was richly nlaid
with gold, and the sticks were ti • to-
gether at the bratom- with a gol rib-
bon, crusted with small dianion • 8 and
emeralds. The mount was yell • w old
lace, worth in itself a small fo tune.
There were several old Wattea fans
with wonderful painting, to use vhich
to cool the cheek, even of a da ghter
of the Vanderbilts, would ap Oftell
the barbarous. The amount lace
used in the trousseau was som thing
almost unprecedented. If the bride
adds to her collection she can asily
make it, before the laps, of very iany
years, one of the most notable n the
country. But however she ma take
unto herself the dignities and adrn-
ments of matronhood, she can never
make herself look-prettier than when
at one of her little charitable ent tain-
meets no longer time ago she st sod,
fair slender girl with bluish gra eyes,
wearing-a blue silk frock , hen with
small pinkish flowers, with a impe
of white mull drawn up abo t her
throat-, her only ornament a neck-
lace of small pearls with one h ar-
nhape pearl hanging in front as a
pendant.
The Fashion.
Unless all signs fail and the
winter is suddenly broken, it
many weeks yet before the big
wraps and furl can safely be
from duty, and those who are
tunate owners of seal and sabl
rich furlined cloaks will cling t
us long as possible from sh
light in their luxurious comfor
in this uncertain climate of ou
a few mild, lovely days are 3
tantalizing for taste of the
gemmed spring and it is a grea
lire to feminine humanity to 81
one's natty spring coat even f
hours only. In this full betw
winter and Easter gayeties, t
various afternoon teas and rece
at which it is allowable to a
spring gown or new outside g
so it des not seem premat
give our readers an idea of th
spring c ats.
One style is a diatinguished
cut with the cross seam over
and in double-breasted styl
material is a medium weight cl
rather light grey, and it is


























and also upon the square cuffs; kith
dm. grey and silver. Another is plainer
but Ivery stylish. It is of dark blue
cloth with blue fronts, opening over a
Pang waistcoat with pleated skirt which
Is of fawn. An embroidered mull
cravat gives a dressy finish •tof the
simple but very chic garment.
In the new goods, the sateens have
Intricate all over patterns and the dark
mossy green goods have double loops
and ends of "faded purplea Velvet
ribbon, and the purple good- I have
green bows. The challies in ciatton
are printed in the prevailing patterns
used in sateens. I
:Another exceedingly neat and clainty
home dress is made of figured wool
brocade in .. matallit blue and seal
haoweassialsetiuff brown cashmere. The
ski til opens in front over the the bro-
cede. and aide forms reach to the bust.
The waist and sleeyee are of the bro-
cade, and across the bust is arranged
a ptiff drapery, each side edged with
narrow gathered ruffles. There are
three ruffles around the' bottom. one
extending up the front to the waist on
each side. This maketea very dressy
gown with little labor and ;could
be cispied in almost any two materials
Raffles, narrow and wide, gathered
knife, side, bee or rose plaited are de-
cidedly"in" now, and forni a pretty
finish to the bottom of a drese 'and
frame for the feet Several 'very nar-
row Ones are placed so as to overlap
lieae other and have no heading, being
sew on the skirt by only a cord.
Oth rs have a bias rolled fold.
I
,1i American Girls Supritme, 
,
4 dyard Kipling has been veryI
sev ely scored by the press on ac-
cou t of his criticisms of us and onr
customs and niremers. Bat th 'ladies
certainly have no reason to find fault
with this comparison made between
them and those of' other countries.
Kipling says; . , •
Sweet and comely are the maidens
of Devonshire; delicate and of graci-
ous 1 seeming those who lisakin the
pleasant places of London; faecinat-
ing for all their demureness the dam-
sels of France, clinging elolycs th their
mothers and with large eyes *ender-
ing at the wicked world; excell tit in
her own place and to those who kinder.
stand her is the Anglo-Indian `spin"
in her second season; but the girls
of America are above and bItyond '
them all. They are clever, they can
talk—yea; it is said -that they think.
Certainly they have an sance of
80 doing which is delightfully t-
ive. • :
They are original, and regard you
between the brows with unabashed
eyes as a sister might look at her
brother. They are instructed, too, in
the folly. and vanity of the, male
mind, for they have associated with
"the boys"froni babyhood al d ' can
discerningly minister to both 
vies o
plea4: ntly snub -the possessor. ' They
mpOseess, moreover, a life anion the-
ierselves, independent of any ma iI i 
assOciations. They have s cieties
and clubs and unlimited tea fights
where all the guests are girls. t They
are self-possessed, without parting
with any tenderness that is their sex-
right ; they understand; they can • t A ke
care of themselves; they are supremely
independent. When you ask them
what makes. them co charming, they
say:— .
aft is because we are bettereducat-
ed than' ‘ your girls, and—and we are
more sensible in regard to men. We
have good times all round, but we
aren't tought to regard every man as
a possible husband. Nor is he expect-
ed to marry the first girl he cells on
regularly."
Yes, they have 'good time, their
freedom is large and they do not abuse
it. They can go driving with young men
and, receive visits from young men to
an extent that would make an English
mother wink with horror, and neither
driver nor drivee has a thou,ht be-
vond the enjoyment of a goo time.
As certain, also, of their owe poets
have said:—
!dim is fire and woman is tow. 1




i America the tow is soakad in at
solt tion that makes it tire moot, in
abs lute liberty and large knoWledge;
coneequently accidents do not exceed
the regular percentage arranged by
the devil for each class and climate
undier the skies.
Hints About the Home.:
Bits of charcoal. in a sick risen! ab-
sorb impurities. .
To extinguish the flames froin kero-
sene use flour profusely upon them.
o clean a spice mill grind a handful
of raw rice through it.
lean: the mica in the stove doors
with a soft cloth dipped in vinegar and
water. •
If children's clothes were dipped. in
alum water and then dried they Would
not take tire.
Alittle sweet oil or lard put o 'er thej
surface of a poulf e makes i more
soothing and more ,easily remo .ed.
Between frost fish and smelt there
ise. d stinctipn with a differenc , how-
ever uch boarding-house ladiels may
deny t.
-A soup made of frog legs is a hicago
idea which a local paper 8 ya has
"caught On." It were betterto say
it has "jumped into favor."
If ever there is an 'epicurean congress
to make laws- it will, no doubt, first
issue an ediet!gainst everlasting "cot-
tage pudding. ,
' Frozen game, however deintily
broiled or roastedais said to be, much
more difficult to digest than the fresh
article.
"Olive slaw" is something ne . It is
olives pitted and then chopped fine
and saturated with a sharp, French'.
dressing. I
Have a thumb stall to. slip on when I
yoo pare potatoes or apples, or you
-re apt to cut the skin and keeeall con-
',fly rough and uncomfortable, es- ,
a for sewing. I
,
SCIENCE AND PROGRESS.
FRESH FACTS OF INTEREST TO
INQUIRING MINDS.
Fallacies Concerning Aluminum--
'How an Electric Car Is Moved--
A Novel Microscope—Rain and
Explosions—New Process For
Raising Sand—Notes and Lubrica-
tion.
• 
* A Novel Pencil.
An old German in San Franciscohas
conceived a neer idea, -which is rapidly
bringing grist to his mill. This is the
utilization of Long French nails as
lead pencils. The ingenious mechanic
hollows out the nail, puts a screw in
the head, and then; by putting a piece
of graphite in the hollow stem, he has
in excellent pencil. The -nail when
polished looks like silver, and the
pencils are in great demand.
New Process forRaising Sand.
An improved process for raising
sand has been patented in England.
'A barge is used having a tank to re-
ceive drainage or over-flow of water
therefrom. A pulsoMeter or other
pUmpi8fUrril8lled with asuction pipe—
part rigid and part flexible—to reach to
the bed or bank of sandevh ich is drawn
through it and deposited in the tank
Around the mouth of the suction
pipe are placed a number of hollow
prongs, suitably connected with an-
other pump. 'Through these prongs
jets of water from the water-hole on
the barge are forced, and the sand
thus loosened i readily taken up by
the suction pi
'How an Eleetric Car Is Moved
The dynamo which ,generates the
current does se by the revolution of
a coil of wire rear the poles of the
magnet, the fo*e which revolves the
coil being derived from the engine.
The current then passes over the wires,
down the trolly which surmounts each
car, to a small motor. This motor
has an armature consisting of coils
of wire traversed by an electrical cur-
rent which ifs attracted in succession
to the poles of the stationary coils
called the field magnets, through sLhich
the current also flows, flied aralnd,
and transmits ins Motion by means
of cogwheels, to the axle of the car.
The river of the car, by use of a lever
tun the current into the motor be-
he car, or diverts it to the rails
the conduit system the
current pass ong the wire, with
which connection ade into the
motor on the car, a en out
through the wheels to the raila, and
then back to the central dynamo,—
Engineering.
Covering Pipee for the Co nserva-
Von of Heat.
An instance of the success attending
the covering of pipes for conserving
heat occurred quite recently, in which
a residence was fitted with a complete
system of hot water supply pipes on a
scale sufficiently large for a good boiler
in a five-foot kitchen range; but owing
to the exigencies of a temporary delay
a three-foot range was fitted up and
connected to the chimney and circula-
ting pipes for tempoiary cooking and
hot-water supply. It was not sup-
posed that the little range with its
boiler would do much in the way of
water heating, but tot he astonishment
of every one it gave an abundant supply
of very hot water inevery part of the
house as quickly in the morning ao a
larger range eciuld be expected to
The best material for covering pipes
is hair felt.; hair is a poor conductor
of heat, and is unsurpassable for this,
purpose, especially as it is so easy of
application. The felt , which is readily
obtainable in sheets, is cut up in strips
for pipe work, and wound round the
pine spirally and secured with cord
or wire. .
Notes on Ludrication.
'In some practicial notes on lubri-
cation F. Kuhne says in the Electrical
Railway Advertiser: Great care
should be taken to keep cylinder oil
free from all dust or flying particles.
The smallest quantity of gritty matter
may cause trouble, delay, and cent-
siderable expense, should it happen to
get into your cylinder, The use of a
galvanized iron oil cabinet, which can
be 'kept entirely closed, will Obivate
this difficulty. Knight's American-
mechenical dictionary says. "The re-
quisites of a good lubricant are, that
it must endure the heat of melted
lead without change, in order to stand
friction and . lubricate the cylinders of
steam engines. The heat under a pres-
sure of 150 pounds of steam is enough
to decompose or distil any vegetable
dr animal oil in -the market. They
must be fixed and not volatile, other-
wise they are decomposed- by friction
and burned or dried up. They must not
show or possess and reaction either
naturally or artificially; otherwise
bolts are cut in the steam chest, and
the iron, particularly wrought iron, is
made porous. They .must possess a
sufficient power, of tenacity without
oxidation otherwise they will gum."
A Novel Microscope:
'A Microscope, which it is claimed is
the Most complete and • finest instru-
ment of its kind' ever imported into
this cohntry has been iMported for a
prominent New York scientist.
The instrument which is known as
the Beck International, cost $16,50,
and has all the movements that can
possibly be obtained for its manipula-
tion, Nearly every adjustment is op-
erated by a rack and pinsion.
and-the others by equally easy and
stable methods. Some idea of the size
of the microscope may be obtained by
mentioning that the reflector, which
carries level and concave mirrors is
three-and-a-inches in diameter. Every
revolution of the instrument aroutel
the stage which is sufficiently heavy t
seVe freedeua and firmnee8, 18 g*,•
NO. 25.
ed to degrees. The ease for the instru-
ment is a carefully finished mahogany
box, with mountings of polished braes.
In it p,re three small cases of mahog-
any, filled with what is considered
every conceiveable device for magni-
fying objects or reflecting light.
Notable among the accessories is a
polariscope arranged especially to reg-
ister the angle from crystals under ex-
amination. There are fourteen objec-
tives or lenses to complete the outfit
and to increase the power of the in.
from 10 diameters to 10,000.
There are also eight additonal eye
pieces to decrease ormere-ase power as
wanted, and an eye piece micrometer
with cobweb adjustment. The Sorbys
microspectroscope is so arranged as to
fit neatly upon the eye piece of the in-
strument for epectroscopic analysis
and together with the gornometer and
dicliroiscope, together with over 100
additional pieces of apparatus, go to
complete the outfit.
Rain and Explosions
Under the directions of the Forestry
Division of the Department of Agricul-
ture experiments to produce rainfall
by the explosion of dynamite are to
be made. The theory' that rain may
be produced by explosives is based
largely on the fact that neatly all the
great battles of this century have been
followed quite shortly by rain.
During the siege of Valenciennes in
1793, the weather, which had been
hot and dry, became violently rainy
after the cannonading commenced.
At the battle ot Dresden in 1813,
the weather, which had been serene
and very warm, suddenly changed.
Vast clouds filled the sky, and soon a
torrent of rain fell.
At Waterloo, according to one
authority, the weather during the
morning of June 17, 1815, had been
oppressively warm. The atmosphere
was close, and a dark heavy cloud
hung over the combatants. Brigade
guns began firing. The concussion
seemed to rebound through the still
atmosphere, and to communicate like
an electric spark with the heavily
charged clouds above. A violent
thunder-clap burst forth, which was
followed by a great downpour of rain.
One of the builders of the Central
Pacific Railroad states that he was
compelled to do a great deal of blast-
ing through a part of the country
where rain had never been known to
fall in considerable quantities, and
where it has never rained since. But
during the period of the blasting, near-
ly a year, it rained every day.
Humboldt states that the eruption
of a South American volcano in a dry
reseason.sometimeschanges it to a rainy
calltmisweather.• 
also, that in very warm .
and long grF, 
aw;nr, of woods
tensive fires i Scotia aregene
ly followed I cods of rain.
Whether rain can be artificially pro-
duced without expense too great to
make the enterprise worth while, and
without dependence on a favorable
condition of the atmosphere, are ques-
tions which the experimenters have
yet to decide.
Fallacies Concerning Aluminum.
The claims. made for aluminum as
the metal of the future are shown to
be extravagant by William Kent in
the American Machinist. If alumintms
should ever be reduced in price, he
says, to 10 or 15 cents a pound, as is
claimed,, what field is there for the
metttl at that price? It cannot possi-
bly replace iron or steel as a structur-
al metal for even at 10 cents a, porend
it would be about five times as expen-
'site per pound. If it be said that this
is largely offset by its being only one-
third as heavy, and that the bulk of a
pound is three times as great as that
of a pound of steel, then it may be re-
joined that it is only one-third as
strong. It may replace silver, German
silver, copper, tin and zinc for some of
the purposes for which these metals
are used, but by no means for all. It
is too cheap to replace silver for coins,
and for high-priced tableware, but is
excellent for moderate-priced ware.
It will probably make a better roof
than copper, tin or zinc, if it ever is AS
cheap as these metals, but is more
fusible than copper; which makes it
less useful for stills, has less electric
conductivity, making it less useitil for
electric wires, and thus far it has not
been successfully brazed or soldered,
in which respect it is inferior to nearly.
all other useful metals.
The most valuable properties of
aluminum are its ductility under
drawing processes, and it8
to corrosion. It can be rolled -into
sheets .0007" in thickness, beaten
into leaf, drawn into tubes, and spun
or stamped into various shapes. It
is sucptible of a high degree of finish
by polishing or burnishing. It becomes
hard by working, and requires frequent
annealing. It melts perfectly fluid at
about 1300°, but becomesgranular at
about 1000° F. It is most easily
worked at a temperature of from 200°
to 300°. It is apt to become gran-
ular and to stick to the rolls at a
higher temperature. As to the corrodi-
bility of the metal, it is unaffected by
either dry or moist air, by water, by
sulphuretted hydrogen or other sul-
phur wipers, by salt, sea water, a
weak solution of salt in acetic acid,
or by sulphuric or intric acids. The,
acids, however, rapidly act epos,-
metal in the presence of et
The alloys of aluminum ea
metals have many valuaa'
and there are proliata
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NOTICE.
With last week's- issue of the
paper Messrs. Curd & Pool retired
from the TRIBUNE. It will here-
after ' be under the management
and editorial control of J. R.
Lemon, its owner.
In again taking charge of the
TRIBUNE, the proprietor desires
to express his thanks for the liber-
al patronage given the paper in
the past and to solicit a continu-
ance of the same.
' Arch Pool will remain with tic
paper as associate editor 'and will
nave charge of the office. He will
cake contracts for advertising,
mbscriptions and job work, make
!olIections etc.
'RI. R. HICKS, the storm 
prophet, is married. Look out for
quails.
MAJ. HALE, state treasurer, is a
,andidate for re-election and
might to be nominated with cheer-
al unanimity. He has made an
tdmirable public officer and is
airly entitled to the place. There
ire mighty few better financiers
ban Maj. Hale. He is, in every
.espect, very much all right.
THE Smithland News is having
'owe trouble in pleasing its eon-
titoents. Some people object to
he paper because it is too religions
,nd a pious parson over there is
:icking because it is "immoral."
lie News comes to this office
very weeld and if anything im-
noral, in the remotest degree, has
,ppeared in Os columns, the Trib-
ale has not heen it. This preach- '
r, if he ever gets lo Heaven, will 1
onaplkn at the fit of his crown
nd the bokstruction otyi- . .a p 1
nd object inensions of I





The Benton Tribune, speaking of ,
tie Longmoor-Addarns combine, i
ays: "This is a sort of candidacy ,
i the second person, plural, with i
ympathy and sentiment, crinoline i
rid cheek fora platform. Of course
, will be useless to try to defeat a li
6mbine ofthis kind." Oh, "Shaw!" i
zeh,'tis easily done. Don't be
iscouraged, for when the people I
se the handsome gentleman whom i
rigg will present to the conven- t
on, sickly sentiment and "crino- 1
ue cheek" will vanish into thin. ., k
ir. Raise your voice for—quern'
ation, let shntiment go. How- (
ver, friend Arch, if you are a I
tarried mant experience shOuld t
iach you how to deal with the 1
rinoline idea. Here's to you, a
ood friend, hoping that yonr, t
'enchant blade will battle for




oT Papers a Week for a Dollar r
a Year. i
The "Twice-a-week" edition of 1
le St. Louis Republic has won t
recess by deserving It. Its t
dation boors has been unprece- a
ented. Every mail brings orders 1
ow all sections of the country. li
six page semi-weekly, at the c
rice of the cheapest weekly, it is o
departure from the beaten f
acks, as original as it is liberal. e
sued on Tuesdays and on a
ridays, it gives the news half a p
eek ahead o f any weekly paper, e
id, at the same time, retains t
very essential requisite to make ig
a complete home and family t
'tunal. Another nopulax feature y
the publication of special state t
litions for Missouri, Illinois, Tex-. g
t, Arkansas and Kansas, and also h
general edition for other states. NI
-nember the price is only one a
' year. Sample copies or a a
'atalogue, sent free on v









A Tearful Fara ell to the Cen-
tral Road--Politiciti
Notes. _
We Wet over to Benton
county court day, thinking
would ascertain .if possible, what
chances the central road had with
the court, but we. had only been in
town but a short time before we
knew so far as the county judge
and attorney were concerned, the
road had noi show. The ,county
judge and, attorney, before they
were elected; Were staunch friends
of a central road, but like all of
their ancestry in office, they had
no sooner planted their citizenship
within the corporate limits of the
county seat, than they were con-
vinced that a cen ral road wal not-
necessary and co trial y to the best
intereet, of the. people. Why
could they not ,see this before they
were inducted into office, There
is quite a difference in the prom-
ises of a candidate before election
and his acAions after he. becomes
an officer."The i minty jtidge wee
over here a few days .before en
ty court day and I heard vetwat he
had to say which had a tendency
to weaken our hopa1u regard to--
the road. But let it go. We need
never expect-It built and of course
it is unneceesitry to ask it. So it
is with this letiter I forever "simnel
the subject. So' farewell spentrl
road.
While we were in attendance at
county court we had the pleasure
of hearing the candidates for rep-
resentative announce themselves.
Only three did so, two subject, to
the action of the democratic party
and one subject to. the people.
W. C. Holland, a farmer, but not
n alliance man, J. C. Terrell, of
Lyon county, a farmer and also
member of the:alliance and J. C.
Rudd, another member of the alli-
ance, all farmers and claiming to
represent the interest of the dear
fi4mer. We can understand
what a man favor e when he an-
nounces himself a eandidate.for a
Political office and says h is 'a
ember of the democra




Fate ire tariff.. When a
entleman ewes and announces
himself a candidate as a republi-
an we know him to be opposed
o the free coinage of silver and
he continuation of the tariff tax
n such articles as -are needed
nd used by the laboring masses.
We know him to favor a party of
entralization of wealth and power
MI the perpetual supremacy in
power of the republican party,
ut when a man announces him-
elf a candidate, subject to the
eople, how can we know where
o place him? Mr. Rudd annenne-
d himself subject to the action of
he people. We are led to ask
hat people? Is he a candidate
abject to the democratic people,
✓ thelvpublican people, or the
reenback or mugwump people?
e can't be the candidate of all of
hese people, because they all
old to different political doctrines
nd no one man can cover all of
he principles of all parties at the
me time. If Mr. Rudd is a dem-
crat and belie,ves in the doctrines
f that party, let him come out like
man and say so. If he is a
epublican and believes in the
famous doctrine of that party
t him say so and then we will
ell him in unmistakable language
at we don't want him. If he is
greenback or prohibitionist let
rim say so, then we will know
here to place him, but for de-
ency sake don't try to ride into
ffice astride of the platforms of
our political parties. One is as
nch as you can carry. Or if you
e opposed to all of the presen
olitical parties and desire to
hampion the cause of the /Sub-
easiary and make that the eading
sue in the legislative ratle, do so,
at we may know where to find
on. If you have any colors stand
o them, and if nut stand from and
-lye some other'working man, who
as, a chance./ The time is at, hand
hen we want men of convictions
nd not Men who are floundering
ontyin all directions hunting for
otes. If you think, by dodging
e organization of all of the old
arties, you can get the united
ote of the farmers' and laborers'
nion you are sadly deluded, for it
a non-partisan organization, with
s members free to vote for whom
hey like. It is conposed of dem-
icrats, republicans, greeubackers
prohibitionists—all with dif-
.• eal notions, as different
and as far apart as night from day,
and how can they all vote togeVier?
They cannot and they will not. A.
democrat cannot vote for prntec-
tion, a. repuldican will not vote
against it. A prohibitionist will
not vote for a whiskey democrat
or repnblicau, but a ,greenbacker
can 'vote for any kind of a man.
Now brother Rudd don't dodge,
but say to what party you belong
and if you belong to the right one
are for you, but until we know
re to place you, we are "agin"
n general principles,. Hol-'
nd__, Terrell are both good
men b t appear to be about forty
years behind the times. Plenty of
time yet \for other candidates to
come into\ he field. . We would,,,
like ;o see ome young man of true
metal corhe to the race. Men
who are driNng away from the
people need not\ apply.
DR WOOD NO. 2.
[PutiLisuED ax itEQu ST.]
THE SONG ..,OF TO FARMER.
[To tune Palms of. Victory.1
saw an humble farmer
His back was, Wilding lo*
A picking out the cotton
Alongyiliexottonrow.
His_shirt Wile old and ragged
-4Iis pants Were full of holes,
'Twas caused by the iiicking
The cotton frointhe bolls.
- CHORUS.
Now pay says the merchant
Pay me all you owe,
Miles You pay me up, sir,
I'll sell you no more.
I cannot pay says the farmer
I cannot pay it all;
You sold your goods-so high, sir,
PH finish it next fall.
Up steps a fair Man merchant
With'hightop derby on,
Says -pay me Mr. Farmer
For you to me belongd
J can't pay it says the farmer
I cora pay it at all.
I'll pay you some to day, boat),
And finish it next fall.
Up sails another .merchant
With horse and buggy fine,
Says pay me Mr. Farmer
If not your corn is mine.
I've labored long and hard, sir,
To try to meet my debts,
And have my wheat and corn now
%o feed Inv precious pet*.
aye the farmer to the merchant;
You sold your goods so high
You caused my precious family
• To stay at home and cry,
And now you want my corn. sir,
And all I have to eat.
To pay you for some dry goods
And a little piece of meat.
I'm \ ery poor says the farmer
Can hardly live till fall,
When long COMAS the merchant
To sell and take it all.
I wish you'd leave me some, please,
Says poor old farmer man,
labor long-and hard, sir,
To pay you all I can.
I've waited long enough, sir, .
For you to pay it all,
And I will wait no longer
I'll sue you sure this fall,
My children they are hungry.
My wife is qeeding clothes,
The merchant's going to sue me
And that's the way it goes.
The merchant sued the farmer
And sold and took his all,
Says this will do me now, sir,
I'll take the rest next fall,
The sad and helpless farmer
Thin heaves a heavy sigh,
And has no way to move on
But says I'll have to try.
Then farmer to his family
Says we are rained now,
To get home clothes and rations
I don't know where nor how.
Then wife and children crying
Will patch and mend old clothes,
He bonds again for rations
And that's the way it goes.
The merchant goes down to town,
then,
nd gets his notes and books,
nd takes his pen and ink, sir,
To straighten out the crooks.
Says the merchant to his partner
I took all the farmer had,
And left him grieving
And looking very sad.
The farmer still is due us
Forty dollars yet
And if he makes it next year
I'll have it then you bet.
Poor farmer makes the money,
With horse and plow and hoes,
But the merchant comes and takes
it
And that's the way it goes.
Advice to poor old farmers;
You raise your corn and meat,
And never look to merchant*
For a single thing, to eat.
And wife must do the house work
And make the family clothes,
Then the poor old humble farm,
Can See the way it goes.
—JAMES KETTERE
The importance .tot
keeping the blood in
a pure condition is
universally known,
and yet there are
very few people who
have perfectly pure
blood, The taint of scrofula, salt rheum, or
.otker foul humor Is heredited and transmitted
for generations, caniiing untold suffering, and
We also accumulate poison and germs of dis-
ease from the air we
breathe, • the food
we eat or the water
wo drink. There isonothing MOTO con-elusively r proventhan the 1 positive
power of Hood's Sarsaparilla over all diseases
of the blood. Tb medicine, when fairly
tried, does expel e ery trace of perefula or,
salt rheum, remove the taint which causes
catarrh, neutralize
the acidity and Cure
rheumatism, drive
out the germs o •
malaria, blood po
Boning, etc. It also
vitalizes a md e n -
riches the blood, thus overcoming that tired
feeling, and buildh g up the whole system.t
Thousands testify t the superiority of Hood's
Sarsaparilla as a b ood purifier. Full infer-




Sold II all druggists. I; six for SA. Prepared only
by C. L HOOD & CO., lapothecarie,. Lowell, Maas.
190 Doses Ope D liar
CONSUMPTION CURED. I
An old pliys cian,' retired from
practice, having ha placed in his
i i
ands by an East I dia missionary
the formula of a sinitile vegetable
-remedy for the speedy and per-
manent cure of Consumption,
Bronehitis, Catarrh, Asthma and
all throat and Lung Affections.
also a positive land radical cure for
Nervous Debility and all 'Nervous
Complaints, after having tested its
wonderful içuative powers in
thousands °leases, ha.s felt it his
duty to make\ it, known to his
suffering fent),w. Actuated by
this motive ant desire to relieve
human sufferi g, will send free
of charge, to al wh . desire it, this
recipe, in G rman;\ French or
English, with I full dNections for
preparing and using. Sent by
mail by addressing wiNs stamp,
naming this paper. W. .A. OYES,
820 Powers' Block, Re ester,
N. Y. . (191-ly
Elect ic Bitters. 
‘• This remedy is becoming so well
known and so popular as to need
no special mention: All who ,havp PATRICK H.
used Electric Bitters sing the same \
song of praise.—A purer medicine
does not exisl, and is guaranteed to
do all that is claimed. Electric
Bitters will cure all diseases of the
Liver and Kidneys, will remove
Pimples, Boils Salt Rheum and
other affections caused by` impure
blood7—Will drive Malaria froni
the system and prevent as well as
care all Malaria fevers.—For cure
of Headache, Coustpat'on and In-
digestion try Elecric Bitters—En-
tire satisfaction guaranteed' or
money rfunded.— Price 50c. and
*1,00 per bottle at Starks & Lem-
on's Drug stoae. 5
A Wonder Werker.
Mr. Frank Huffman, a young
man of Burlington, Ohio, states
that he had been under the care
of two prominent physicians, and
used their treatment until he was
not able to get around. They pro-
nounced his case to be Consump-
tion aid ineurable. He was per-
suaded to try Dr. King's New Dis-
coveey for consumption coughs
and colds and at that time was not
able to walk across the 'street
without resting. He foaCcl, be-
fore he had used half of a dllar
bottle, that he was much bet er;
,he continued to use it anel is to-
day enjoying good health., If on
have any throat, lung or chest
trou+de try it. We guarantee sat-
isfaction. Trial bottles , free, at
Starks # Lenin's Drugstore. 5





VIII A BOAT FOR $300
—'To—
THE REAM' ROATI OF 4MERICA
fl ON'T BUYILSEWHERE
paritrieS, 4IaI7tS, aparao
etc , etc , etc.
UI, Ill
you
see my catalogue for 1891; send cent
stamp for it.
J, H, RUSHTON, Canton, N. Y.
N. Y. Cf7Y SALESROOM,




TERRY M'F'G Co.. Nese VILLE, TENN.




 inaLled.seeurelo wrafg, to soyiaY1 i to
United Wares pon receipt of ‘../
oral disnint allowed to stm Agentsn
poS One lthreearli. 
Clubs, The Pouc OArrral
of New York I th MAILEDotax
Fplate Illustrate
d s °runs and Sensational Journal
hailed on the Aux can continent. FREE!
y for terms to
Atard K. Fox, =Willa Square. New York.
hOil ood7s Sarsuparilla?"
-.)(18 of icople, who know it




SALARY, $25 PER WEEK —
WANTFD: Good Agents to -ell ‘,11t•
f-ener I line of nietch4ndke. No
Ix ..:ine. Ahove salary will he




P RA 1. 61111,1" Co., 178 West Van
Buren St (.ltic go. Ill. [20-1p1
Rucklen's lAniea Salve.
THE BEST ytALVE in the world
for Cats, Beni es, Sores, Ulcers,
Salt Rheum, Fever Sores, Tetter,
Chapped Hands, Corns, and all
Skiii *Eruptions, and positvely
Mires, Piles, or no pay required.
It is guaranteed to give perfect
satfaction, or money refunded.
Price 25 cents_ jper box. Foi sale
by Starks & Letnon.
Reed 81, Oliver
A TTORN I .1 AT LAW
OFFf CE:
BENTON, _MA14111LL Co., KENTUCKY
COOK & REED,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW,




Will practice iff all the courts, and col-
lect and remit immediately on collection.
After August loth, we will attend to and
prosecute all pension claims under the
former and late laws giying pensions to'
soldiers or their widows or orphans in. all , Drugs Medicines Paints,
cases where the soldier served ninety days
qoat4irtf inz Sc
ANS%




• Accounts of Merchants ant,
Deposits from Minors and Married '4,
Paid at Sight, on their check.
A GENERAL BANKING BUSINESS Th
BRANCHES.
Special Attention Given to
Office Hours from 9 o'clock a. in., to 3
DIRECTOR.
J. W. DYCUS, .T H. LITTLE,:
G. W. SLAUGHTER. R. SMITH.
R. W7 STARKS. In.









Dry Goods,. and Notions,
Groceries, Furniture, Etc.-
To those who are so unfoktunate to need them I have a complete
line of both GOOD AND PLAIN COFFINS which I will sell at
reasonable p'rices. When needing anything in my line give me a call.
I HAYDLE THE BEST GRADES OF COAL, AND DELIVER
Free to any part of the city.
CLUB RATES.
We will club the TRIBUNE with
the Weekly Courier-Journal, both
papers one year, for $1.65. This
is a rare chance to get your coun-
ty paper and the greatest political
paper of the South at greatly re-
duced rates Come in and sub-





,Go 04 fare, goo beds and the best
t of a ention. Mr. Lee would be
plea ed to have his Mar- .
sha 1 county friends
CS and ste him.







Manufactures and Repairs Wagons
Carriages, Plows, Side Harrows, Two
llorse Harrows. and all kinds of
AGRICI,J:LTURAL IMPLEMENT
I solicit a fkir share of your pat-
ronage and prOinise satisfactory work
and reasonable charges.
rirHORSESHOEING A
I employ none but good workmen,




Subscription Rates, Daily and
Sunday, $10.00 a year; Daily with-
out Sunday, $8.00 a year, Sunday,
$2.00 a year. Weekly, $1.00 a year.
THE WEEKLY COMER-JOURNAL
His the largest circulation of any
Democratic newspaper in the
United Statcs and proposes to
double or trel$le its already large
circulation.
HOW?• BY GIVING AWAY EACH
AND EVERY LP.t to some one a splen-
did High Arm1 Sewing Machine or a
Handsome Gild Watch, ABSO-
LUTELY FREE. Full particulars
in Weekly Conner-Journal. Sam-
ple copy free. Send for one.
Address, W. N. HALDEMAN,
Pres't. Courier-Journal Company,
LOUISVILLE, Kr.




Groceries Hardware Queenaware, Stationcxy Notions
FLOUR, BACON, LARD AND MEAL IN STOCK
At the ITA owentC
BENTON, KENTUCKY
P- rieeso
BENTON SAW AND PLANING MILL.
CARR ck ALEXANDER,
 Manufacturers of All Kinds of





W. L. BURNETT, Graves county. E. H. PURYEAR, Paducah







Warehousemen & Commission Merchants:
Six months Free storage to sellers. Liberal cash advances made on
tobacco in store. Your patronage is solicited.
J.7:k7vES R. L-E7vMN
 DEALER IN 
DRUGS, MEDICINES, PAINTS, Oils
Dye Stuffs, *Burning and Lubricating Oils, Varnishes, stusical Instruments, Strings
Writing material*, Window Glass. Horse and cattle Powders, and
.-CHICKEN CHOLERA MEDICINE.
A FULL LINE OF DRUGGISTS
- NOTIONS,
R_ 1-1=1V101\T
"THE BRICK .DRUG STORE"
BENTON. - - - KENTUCKY
THE SMITH BUSINESS COLLEGE.
IMINN =====
Where is taught Single and Double Entry Book-Keeping, P311111811-
ship, Grammar, Business Arithmetic, Commission, Banking, Commer-
cial Law, Correspondence and General Business Usage.
For catalogue containing full information, address "
JNO. D. SMITH, Jr.,





I have a full and complete line of
GENERAL
MERCHANDISE
Which I will sell at the smallest
living profits. When in town
give me a call and be con-
vinced of the truth
of what I
say.
SOUTH SIDE PUBLIC SQUARE,
BENTON, - KY.
BRYANT& STRATTON BUSINESS COLLE
(sill
Book Weeping, Short Hand, Telegraphy,
4-e LOUISVILLE. KY.
.1)10ISO'S REMEDY FOR CATAREIL—Be_st. Easiest
1 to use. Cheapest Relief is immediate. A cure is
certain. For Cold in the Head it has no equal.
CA'TAR R H
It is an Ointment, of which a small particleis applied
to the nostrils. 50c. Sold by druggists or sent
by mail. Address, 4 T. HAZELTINE, WILITell, Pa.
• DR. ELUOTT'S
MEDICATED POO
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Mrs. V. A. Stil-
girl.
Joe Fleming, Itld Reed and Arch
Pool Sundayed at Iola.
Some needed 'repairs are being
made on the court house.
Maj. J Swindell spent a few
days at Mayfield this week.
Jim Parks is preparing to erect a
residence in Barry's addition.
L. W. Emery, of the Paducah han
die works was in town Tuesday.
Maj. Geo. F Barnes, commercial
tourist was doing the county last
week.
The fishing season is at hand and
soon the woods will be full of an-
glers.
Kuttawa Optic, 9th: Mr. W. H.
Pemberton, of Calvert City was in
the city yesterday.
; •
Mr. W. B. Dews, aged 85, died
Sunday at his residence in the coun-
ty, after a long illness of la grippe.
Rev. E. H. Stewart preached to
good congregations, last Sunday
morning and evening-at the Metho-
dist church.
Judge Barry has sold, to Mr. T. ,
L. Meyers, lot. no. 3 in Barry's addi-
tion. Mr. Meyers will build a res-
idence there, shortly.
.I. R. Lemon went to Louisville
Monday for a several days stay.
He was accompanied by Misses Lu-
la Reed and Luna Lemon.
Tom Reeder ran afoul of some
poison oak, while cutting timber in
the bottom, a few days ago, and has
been disabled for a few days past.
It is understood that young Cates
who ran away with Ora Kinney,
the 11 year old girl, as vamosed,
fearing prosecution for kidnapping.
Dick Wells, a lad of Dexter, Cal-
loway county, who was 15 years old
on the 7th of this month, weighs
1574 lbs. A right smart chunk of
a boy.
The cupola of the court house will
serve as an English sparrow hatch-
ery no longer. The birds have been
"fenced" out and will have to seek
other quarters.
Marriage license since last re-
port: Edward Pugh and Rosie Fitz-
gerald; Geo. W. Copeland and Ma-
ry Daws; Geo. F. McClard and Sa-
rah B. Ross; Semi H. Grace and
Lydia A Lauderdale.
Last Friday week C T. Starks,
of the county, was out in thc woods
cutting down a tree. His yoke of
oxen was standing near by and when
the tree fell it struck the steers,
breaking one's neck and injuring,
slightly, the miter
From the Benton Tribune we
learn of the death of Eld. J. B.
Fletcher, of Marshall county. It
has been our fortune to know him
since 1854 and can truthfully say,
with the Tribune, another good man
gone. The bereaved family have
our warmest sympathy.—Wickliffe
Enterprise.
Candidates f.4r state senate from
this district seem rather slow about
coming to the front. Ballard has
a candidate but the other counties
are yet to be heare from. There is
some speculation as to whether Dr.
Graham will again make the race.
He has made a good record in the
con. con., and shown himself to be a
friend of the people. If he should
enter the field at this time he would
be quite a formidable caudidatco
Cadiz Telephone: Mr. W. L.
Dunn, who is putting up tobacco
near Aurora, in Marshall count,
came home on a flying visit to see
his family the first of the week.—
Eld. J. W. Holsapple, a Christian
evangelist, and one of the finest
preachers of the Christian church,
visited Cadiz this week and deliv-
very learned discourses at the
;tian church Sunday. We sin-
y trust that he will make 9a-
is permanent home for the fu-
A Senatorial Entry.
ie Wick/tre Enterprise says:
by thority in this issue an-
t. Penn as a candidate to
district in the state
say to our friends
?racken and Car-
S. B. Penn is




Health velry bad in this neighbor-
hood.
'ever& families are afflicted with
meek, s. Miss Ida Heater, of Liv-
ingston county, a blind daughter of
Mr. 'Lisha Heater, came over on a
visit 3 or 4 weeks ago. She had
u-asles and is now very low at J.
M. Redden's. The doctor says her
”ecovery is doubtful.
Farmers are putting in good time
new.
Wheat looks very fine; the mead-
ows are looking well and fruit pros-
pects are the best I ever saw.
Where are the tobacco, buyers?
Come on boys, we are ready to sell.
Where is the Olive Sunday
school? Is it dead, never to organ-
ize again? Let us get together and
have a good school as we once had.
Bro. Warren will come-, to the
front soon. He is getting better.
Our labor union, No. 988, meets
the 1st and 3rd. We have about
60 members and are in good work-
ing order. The next county union
will be held at the court house in
Benton, in July. Brethren let us all
go to our union as if xe had to,
like-we do to "tater" court the 1st
Monday in April.
W. L. Goheen & Co., are doing a
good shingle business on the road
from Olive to Benton.
D. D. EboMEAGAIN.
NOT JUSTIFIED.
I said it was all wiring, but the
Standard man will have it that I
tried to justify Mr. Cates in trying
to wed a little girl. No! my brother,
not that, but this: "He ;that ap-
plies to young Cates, vile' ad op-
probrious epithets virtually re-
proaches his Maker." When we
speak of our neighbors let us say
something good about them or hold
our peace.
With what degree of propriety,
my brother, can you say that you
would NOT have been just what Mr.
Cates is, morally and intellectually
if your environment had been just
what his has been?
"Master this woman was taken in
adultery, in the very act.
Now Moses in the law command-
ed us, that SUCH should be stoned;
but what sayest view?
He that is without sin among you
let him cast the first stone."
If the Standard man had been
bhere Archie, would he have thrown
stones. or would he have been
thinking of the "brute tarred and
feathered" and of Mr. Johnson and
Johnson M. D?
Oh! duplicity—we wo d you
had no home in the gia mind of
our metropolitan edit 94, educator--
molder of the mind and lives and
leader of the people. i
Believe me sir—it is in no angry
spirit, but one of commiseration
ithat thesl ines are written. I beg
you co e up into and breathe the
atmosphere th.tt surrounded Julia
Gates when she said: '"Humanity
grows dearer and heaven comests
nearer to me with every added year."
It certainly is the highest wisdom
to tear the mask from villainy,
hypocrisy and evil, but the w,ey
in which it is done and the SPIRIT in
which it is done are matters of
supreme importance.
Earnest philanthropic and relig-
ious thinkers look upon hard say-
ings or abusive and offensive
epithets as debris of past ages—
things having no place in the work
of intelligent humanitarians.
Our people will join you in any
reasonable expose of crime, fraud
and hypocrisies, but not in abusing
silly, erring girls and boys, who
make mistakes but do no crime;
who blunder but have not fallen.
If Mr. Cates is a brute, what is
the girl who gave heart and hand so
FREELY and who strove so lung and
so earnestly to marry him? She
did as much toward stealing Mr.
Cates as he did toward stealing her.
"Thing? that are equal to tistame
thing are equal to each-rother." ;If
Cates is a brute, what is the gil.?
I forbear my brother to add an-
other pang to your self imposed
pain and ask your serious consider-
ation of the following:
"If we are wise, we will place
ourselves en rapport with the broad-
est spirit of the age, and demand
JUSTICE, TOLERATION, and the light
of a threefold education, not foe one
class but for all the children of men.'"
J. W. JOHNSON, M. D.
When you want Pure Sour Mash
Robertson and Lincoln county
whiskies, send your orders to
Young dr Nobles, Paris, Tenn.,
where they will receive prompt at-
tention.
ON THE RAILROAD
Freight and passenger traffic is
very good.
The sidetrack which was put in
at Iola has been lately taken out.
Maj. Olcott was on board Sun-
day's passenger, going to Paducah.
A telegraph line is being put up
from the depot to the Stilley house
An excursion from Paducah to
Paris is one of the probabilities of
the near future.
The local struck a flock of thir-
teen sheep near Murray last week
and slaughtered an even dozen.
The Paducah handle works peo•
pie are getting out five or six Car
loads of spoke timber per week.
Paris Post: The work on the
"Y" connecting the P. T. & A. rail-
road with the L. dr N. will be com-
pleted to day. The "Y" is about
1,000 feet long and has a grade of
about twenty seven feet.
It is reported that, as the colored
excursionists were enroute to Padu-
cah last Sunday week, one of them
looked out of the car window while
crossing a bridge and his head came
in violent contact with an upright
beam. As he pulled himself back
in the 'window he was beard to re-
mark: "If dese railroad folk doan'
want deir dam banisters broke up
dey better not build 'em so clus to
cre ti ack."
1Buy your molasses from N. R.
Reed.
Swindell's soda fountain is in full
blast.
The best brands of flour at N. R.
Reed's.
Everything in the grocery line at
N. R. Reed's.
Try early breakfast coffee. Sold_
by N. R. Reed.
Finest lot of candies in t ,wn at
J. J. Swindell's. .
Have your stock bills printed at
TRIBUNE Office. tf
A new stock of canned goods at
J. J. Swindell's.
Subscriptions for this paper
may be left at the office or at J. R.
Lemon's drug store.
Bear in mind Pomroy's Sweet
Chill Cure IS guaranteed to cure.
J. R. Lemon. 'N
1500 rolls new Wall Pi pr at.
Lemon's Drug Store. Call anáNx-
aiiine his stock.
J. R. Lemon is the enterprising
druggist who handles the great
Pomroy Sweet Chill Cure.
For tired feeling, loss of appetite
and general debility there is no
remedy equal to "C. C. C. Certain
Chill Cure." Sold by Lemon. 25 4t
Don't forget the TRIBUNE when
you want job printing. We will do
your work as good as the best and
cheap as the cheapest.
A humorous fact about Ho3d's
Sarsaparilla—it expels bad humor
and creates good humor. Be sure
to get Hood's. 10
Don't fritter away your hard Earn-
ings on other remedies, when "C. C.
C. Certain Cough Cure" is guaran-
teed to give satisfaction. Sold by
J. R. Lemon. 25-4t
Why waste money on nostrums
when a 25 cent bottle of Pomroy's
Vermifuge will gave your little
darling's life. As a worm destroyer
J. R. Lemon will guarantee it.
Don't suffer your children to suf-
fer with a cough, when "C. C. C.
Certain Cc:4h Cure" cures all
cough and croup sufferers. Sold by
J. R. Lemon. 25-4t
We handle nothing but the very
best wines and liquors that can be
bought in the market and our
prices are reasonable. All we ask
is a trial order and we will prove
what we say. Young & Nobles,
Paris, Tenn.
Thousands and tens of thousands
of bottles of "C. C. C. Certain Chill
Cure." are sold yearly and the peo-
ple are constantly clamoring for
more. They know a good thing
when they try it. Sold by J. R
Lamk 25-4t
One of the oldest and time tried
remedies on the American market
is Pomroy's Liver Cure. It cannot
be beat. Why let Liver Complaint
destroy your happiness and health
when one bottle of this excellent
Cure will cure you. Price 50 cents,
Sold by J. R. Lemon.
Do you want to save from 25 to
50 cents on every dollar you spend?
If so, write for our Illustrated Cat-
alogue, containing illustrations
and prices of gverything manufact-
ured in the United States, at
manufacturers' prices. 10,000 il-
lustrations, all lines represented.
Catalogue mailed free on applica-
tion. CHICAGO GENERAL SUPPLY CO.,
178 West Van Buren St., Chicago,
[20-1yrl
If you are suffering with la grippe
I would advise you to send to Young
"bles, Paris, Tenn., and get
some of their old Robertson, county
whisky. You will find itd pure and
unadulterated. They also keep
fine old Brandies. Orders by mail
filled promptly.
Strayed
From my residence in A3enton, on
March 25, two cows. One large
red cow, 8 years old with 'ikints of
horns sawed off; one two year old
white heifer with some specks
about head and neck. ! Marked
with crop off right ear anid split in
left. Any information of1 same will





We are all free American citizens,
enjoying our personal liberty; but
most of us are in physical slavery,
suffering from scrofula, salt rheum
or some other form of impure blood.
Hood's Sarsaparilla is the great
blood purifier which dissolves the
bonds of disease, gives health and
perfect physical liberty. 1
Independent Warehouse.
Paducah, Ky.—Sales by the
Brordway Warehouse for week end-
ing April 10, of 150 hhds of tobacco.
We quote as follows:
Fine and selections none offered
90 far.
Good Leaf, 70 to 10,c`
Med. " 54 to 7
Corn. " 4 to 54
Good Lugs, 3 to 44
Med. 2{, to 3
Cow. " I to 24
Out week's business was satisfac-
A V Goodpasture, President, St. Bethlehem, Tenn.
W R Browder, Vice-President, Olmstead, Ky.
A E Gardner, Secretary, Dresden, Tenn.
E M Nolen, Woodford, Tenn.
W W Gill, Olmstead, Ky. Executive Committee.
C D Bell, Douglas, Ky.
I M Fort, Adams Station. Tenn.
J J Blakely, Gracy, Ky.
J M Early, Lamasco, Ky.
L A Jobe, Moltke, Tenn.
W H White, Cobb, Ky.
W D Meriwether, f Guthrie, Ky.
C P Warfield, Suparintendent, Clarksville, Tenn.
Cash advanced on tobacco in store, bill lading or in the hands of re-
sponsible farmers. All tobacco insured while in store at the expense
of owner, except where there is no advance, and then without written
orders not to insure. Clobe attention given to sampling and selling, and
prompt remittance made.
YOUNG&NOBLES,
tory, both to ourselves and custo-  Sole Agents for 
mere. Market active for all tobac DNNIEL and J. H. WOODARD
co in good condition and well
handled. All business intrusted to
us will receive our prompt and
careful attention. Soliciting your
shipments we are, Yours very truly,
W. L. BURNETT & CO.
It Costs 1 ou Nothing.
It s with pleasure we announce
that e have made arrangemants
with that popular, illustrated mag-
azine, the AMERICAN FARMER,
published at Cleveland, Ohio, and
read .by farmers in all parts of this
country and Canada, by which that
great publication will be mailed di-
rect, FREE, to address of any of
our subscribers who will pay up
all arrearages on subscriptions and
one year in advance from date,
and to any new subscribers who
will pay one year in advance:
This is a grand opportunity to ob-
tain a fir. t-class farm journal free.,
The AMERICAN FeumEni is a large
16-pep illustra0d journ,11, of na-
tional circulation, which ranks a-
mong the leading agricultural pa-
pers.1 Its highest purpose is the
elevation and ennobling of agri-
culture through the higher and
broader education of men and wo-
men engaged in it pursuits. The
regular subscription price of the
AMERICAN FARMER iS *31.00 per
year. IT COSTS YOU NOTH-
ING. From any one number ide-
as can be obtained that will be
worth thrice the subscription price
toyou or members of your house-
hold,YET YOU GET IT FREE. Call















I have opened a bran r
of the above named go.
thing first class. C'
Come to see me.
Pure SOUP MAsh Robertson
FAMOUS DISTILLERS OG
and Lincoln Co. Whiskies
 And Dealers in--
Apple and Peach Brandies, Wines Etc.





Best Cough Medicine. Recommended by Physicians.
Cures where all else fails. Pleasant and agreval4e to the







Taken up as a stray by Jas. M.
Boyd, living one mile north of
Olive, on the Birmingham road, one
black and white pided cow; marked
with a crop off the right ear and
over bit in the !eft ear; about one
half of the bush of her tail is off.
Valued at seven dollars by R. e
Ratcliff. Given under my hand
this March 7, 1891.




A Large Stock of
Candies, Notions.
Our Goods are all Fresh and









sir FOR THE BLOOD,Weakness, Malaria, Indigestion and
Biliousness. take
BROWN'S IRON BITTERS.
It cures quickly. For sale by all dealers in








Only 50 cents, and as sweet as
honey. Pomroy's Sweet Chill
Cure is guaranteed to make a
prompt cure of any case of chills
and it is the best known remedy
for malaria in all its forms. It con-
tains nothing in the slightest de-
gree harmful and can be given to
the smallest child with perfect
safety. Children especially like to
take it on account of its pleasant
taste. Give it a trial and be con-




Guaranteed to Cure Sick Headache.
TRY IT.
PRICE 50 CENTS.
There is nothing on earth like
POMROY'S VERMIFUGE
It Saves the Children
Price 25 Cents.











of using injurious paints.




oat:sins GI"ITA PERCITA and
other valuable gums cum-
htneAl ulti, PURE 1.1L'.%S.L.1-D
OM which gives it strew test
elasUclty, durability and env-
water esiruiti"6.wceapthaceirtyparoondf.illakea
iI
Best Pigments, Pure Lewd,
Double (.round. eecnossietel.
and absolutely rol table pa tut.
It 
climate.
expands avid contracts with-
out cracking and will stand in any
The. best, thence eliespest for both
painters anti consumers.
If your dealer ia unable or
unit/ rig to furnish von this paint
or giro you full information ad-
dress stole manufacturers,
U. S. Gutta Percha Paint Co.,
PROVI DE NCE, IL I
GOLD MEDAL 1111014E1AP






W. J. BEALE Ut CO,
MURRAY, KENTUCKY,
Extend a Cordial invitation
to the citizens of Marshall county to
call at their store, when in Murray and
examine their stock and prices.
BET E
LOUISVILLE AND MEMPHIS
Good Goods, Fair Dealing, Low Prices FROMPullman Buffet Sleeping Cars
 LOUISVILLE, MEMPHIS, , 'VICK.8*
BURG, BATON ROUGE, and
NEwomiteLIF.ti AphNiSs,. VIA
EAST COMM STREET, NEAR PASSENGER DEPOT,
,
eLARKSVILLE, - - - - - I - TENNESSEE. THE QUICK AIN DESIRABLE ROUTE
„ To AN-I, FROM
Mark Your Hogsheads -UNION TOBACCO WAREHOUSE" New York, Ph ladelp•iia, Baltimore,




EASTERN and NORTH EASTERN POINTS
. AND
Memphis, Vicksburg Baton Rouge New
Or, mobile, Little Rock. Hot Springs,
anu -tits is West Tennessee, Texas,
Arkansas, Mississippi, Louisiana, and
THE SOUTH AND SOUTHWEST
The Line is thor 'uglily equipped and iii
firstclass condition and provides an excel-
lent arrangement in time and through cars.
A FEATURE 1st %e time and convenience
secured by the Limited Express Trains-
ONLY A NIctil-% RIDF,..between Louis-
ville and mempl q, and thE best and quick.
est service bet.veien the two cities ever
offered,
_IiiiUNION TOBACCO WAREHOUSE. I--
TRAINS LEAVE CALVERT CITY
STW A R D.
No. , aricILExprer,is, daily, 7:34 a m
No +—mail Pass.P, t 4'09 P in
eASTW A RD.
No 6,—mail d Pass'g'r 9:48 a m
No. 2—Mal and Express, daily, 4:37 p m
For Lowest Rates time tables, and alt
desir.-d information -,Itply to
A. KEVIII , Agent, Paducah.
or W.11. PROUTY Gen. Pass. Agt.
LOUISVILLE KY.
The Egyptian Route
{St Louis and Paducah Ry3
IMPORTANT CHANGE OF TIME -
2 Through Trains 2
Paducah to St Louis






ST. I.0 I I S
its
Norit, N. es
TRAINS RUN AS FOLLOWS
Leave Benton ;q:io, a m 73:57, p, m
Arrive Paducah 10:33, a m 6:oo, p m
Leave Pauucali 11:20, a m 5:55, a in
Arrive St, Louis 6:5o, p m 1:45, a m
;Daily, !Daily, except Sunday.
For information regarding routes and
rates, call on or address
C. C. McCarty, Southern Ag't.,, or
A. B. KEVIL, Agt„
Paducah, Ky.
GEO E. LARY, GEO W. PARKER




The CHEAPEST and MOST IlEALTI."Z-
FIGL Quick Yeast made.
ONCE USED, ALWAYS USICC".
ASK YOUR GROCER FOR. I .'.
FOR DYsiEPsIA
Use Brows'. Iron Bitters.
Physicians recommend it.
All dealers keep it. $1.00 per bottle. Genuine























How does he feel ?—He feels
blue, a deep, dark, unfading, dyed-
in-the-wool, eternal blue, and he
makes everybody feel the same way
-August Plower the Remedy.
How does he feel?—He feels a
headache, generally dull and con-
stant, but sometimes excruciating—
August Flower the Remedy.
How does he feel ?—He feels a
violent hiccoughing or jumping of
the stomach after a meal, raising
bitter-tasting matter or what he has
eaten or drunk-August Flower
the Remedy.
How does he feel ?-q-He feels
the gradual decay of vital power
ihe feels miserable, melancholy,
hopeless, and longs for death and
peace—A ugu st Flower the Rem-
edy.
• How does he feel 7—He feers so
full after eating a meal that he can
hardly walk—August Flower the
Remedy.
G. G. GREEN, Sole Manufacturer,








But (lo not use the dangeous alkaline '
and meiourial preparations which destroy
your nervous system and ruin the digestive
tower of the stomach. The vegetable king-
dom guts us the best and safest remedial
agents. Dr. Sherman devoted the greater
part al his life to the discovery of this relia-
ble and safe remedy, and all its ingredients
are vegetable. He gave it the name el
Prickly Ash Bitters!
a name every one can remember, and to the
present day nothing has been discovered that
N so beneficial for the BLOOD, for the
LIVER, for the KIDNEYS and for the
STOMACH. This remedy ts now so well
and favorably known by all who have used
It that arguments as to its merits are os.
less, and if others who rec.:- 1-04-u reds
lye to th• -4- - s It a trial
tne hemte of this Donn, be vastly
improved. Remember the na, .PRICKLY
ASH BITTERS. Ask your druggist for it.
PRICKLY ASH BITTERS
ST. LOUIS. NM'
W. L. DOUC LAS
$3SHOE C E NFTOLF1 M EN.es 00 Genuine Hand-sewed, an elegant and
stylish dress shoe which commends itself.•4.00;Rand-sowed Welt. A Bee calf shoe ma.
. equal led for Style and durability.
111 2 .50,1000dYeate Welt is the standard dress
44! ;Shoe. at n popular price.• 3.50, i ,.Naice.,.., .1 Shoo Ii especially sesetes
• for railroad men, farmers, etc.
• All made in Congress, Bottom and Lace.
II 3.00ifor Ladies, is the only laaud4sewed
shoe sold at this popular price. ,•2 501 Dongola Shoe for Ladies. Is anew de-
and promises to become popnlar.
62". 4"h.,. To e Ladles. and 1111.75 for /*saes..till .Otain their erealtence for style. etasa.All warranted and stamped with name i..n bottom.
If ve sed local agent cannot supply you. send di rect
to facto enelosIngadvortnad pricy or a postal i or or.
der h W L. DOUGLAS. Brockton, Mass
WANITE.D.--Fhoe Dealer in every city
and to*n not neer/pled, to take exclusive
agency. All agents advertised In local pa.
Tor, gene for Illustrated catalogue.
7TABMI.JI/NTE.
ion offs DOLLAR *sent us by mall, we willF deliver, free of all charge*. to any person in the
rotted Statea all the following arUcles carefully
peaked Ina neat box:
One tWo-onnce bottle of Pure Vaseline 10 eta.
Qua two-ouytee bottle Vaseline Pomade IS eta
One j at of Vaseline Cold Cream  15 eta
One cite of Vaseltne Campoor   10 ets.
One aim of Vaseline Soap. unscented  10 eta.
°Le cake of Vaseline Soap. wanted  25 OM.
One two-ounce Pottle of White Vaseline 26 eta.
--MAO
Orrfor 'tempo any !angle article at the price.
If von have occasion to nee Vaseline in any fork
Doi:are-pi to accept only genuine goods put up by us
tn original packages. A great many druggists are
trying to persuade buyers to take VASELINE put
up by them. Never yield to snob Persuasion, mites
article t s an imitation without value, and will not
Cal vig,etpheaertnusoltbr buy eafinzt. Aiaboat;::n of Blue
OIMIXESOCEN Trit. Ca. 14 etas at.. Sew Teeth
I CURE FITS!
When I way cure I do not mean merely to stop them
fore time and then have them rot am n again. I mean •
radical cars. I have made the disease of FYN, En..
LEPSY'or FALLING SICKNESS a life-long study. I
warrant my re-reedy to ours the worst cases. Because
others have failed is no reason for not now receiving •
rare. Send at once for • treatise and a Free Bottle of
07 infaitible remedy. Clive Express and Post 00Ins.
ibt•,11.00T, M. C., 183 Pearl Si., N. Y.
TWA universal gayer ao-
corded Tai.ison•sr's Mon
Socsn Cabbage Slams leads
me to cdfcr • P. a. GsowS
Oates, as itias Y•1144. Glais
is wise... To introduce it and
show its capabilities I will pay
stoo for the hart yield obtain-
ed from Iounce of seed whirl




"INC BIRDS Al wbe saee rested ia
wr it:sesta animals sea <banal
.421 valuable book* oa their all.
sad the eats necessary far
- health, 5th fres sample et
-VI LLD's Cattle Powder.
by Dr. ritoverrr.ta,






The Faulkner Wheel, Conway, Ark.:
The man who believes in the demands
of labor as enunciated at St, Louis and
reaffirmed at Ocala 'and then pins his
faith to either of the old parties to carry





erald:. The editoriS'bf the
partisan papers are laboring very fli-
siduously to put the Alliance between
the devil and the deep blue sea. They
may as well abandon the effort; for if
they shall succeed, by that time the
Alliance will be big and strong enough
to kill the devil and drink the sea.
•*5
Farmer's Advocate, Charleston, W.
Va.: The Farmer's Alliance in insist-
ing upon the remonetization of silver
is only insisting that a wrong conceived
in sin and born in iniquity-ta wrong
against the people and against the
prosperity of the people- hall
done as speedily as possib e.




Economist: Meta who are opposed
the trate interests of the people. and ad-
vocate plutocratic governmental policy,
had better seek some other than a leg-
islative occupation. • Their position is
somewhat like that of a person who
stands upon a floating log in a swift
stream of water-he has to keep very
straight or get -ducked."
C.
The Voice: The growth of the Al-
liance the next twelve months will be
unparalleled. The Ocala platform is
founded upon truth and justice. Our
leaders are the purest of patriots and
the brainiest men of the land. The
opposition will furnish money, mock and
ridicule to thwart the movements of
reform. Those on the outside that
love a true republican form of gov-
ernment are with us.
• «
Montague Independent, Bowie. Tex.:
All the leading railroads in the United
States but three have. jpined 'the Presi-
dents' Association or tate Railroad Alli-
ance. The plan will be to keep up
rates, and if those roads not in the
alliance will commenc to cut rates a
member of the alliance! will be selected
as the fighting cock, and will h :ba,cked4E\
up by the alliance, and made 
, 
whip
the outside road into line by cutting
rates so low that it will bankrupt the
outsider.
s. .
The Industrial Educator, Fort Worth,
Tex.:* There am fully 4,000.000
voters in all our industrtAl organiza-
tions. This force if united could easily
al}rry any reform it chase. Divided be-
tween the old parties it is shorn of its
strength. Liberate .and unite these
forces, hurl them against the old party
machines and these engines of de-
struction will be broken and scattered
to the four winds of the earth. Thee
and not till then will the light of a




The Southern _,-Alliance Farmer:
Land, trg,nspiertatioa and finance are
me living issues of the day.
Aliens should not and must not 'be al-
lowed to own our lands. Our flag
should float over the domain of Ameri-
can citizens, not of foreign lords. The
lines of transportation must submit to
a complete and just government con-
trol, or the government should own
them. The finances of the country
must be run in the interest of the peo-
ple, and not in the interest of banks
and bondholders.
5*.,
Plaindealer: Mr. Banker gets 35 per
cent interest on all the money ' he has
invested in bonds to insure his 'circula-
tion. He deposits .$100 and draws
\tau* on that $90., Then he has but $10
invested in his bonds. But. he gets 31•
per cent on the whole $100 of his bond.
'Now, 81 per cent on $100 is precisely
35 per Cent on $10. Hence, as afore-
said, Mr. Banker gets 35-per cent in-
terest on every dollar he has; invested
in his security bonds. If this is not
true, let him who denies it show the
error in our statement..N
' 41 *Th * 
\
e whole Lni pays tribute now to
New York, and ancient Rome never
had the control of the finance's of its
territory more firmly thin New York
has now the control of the finances of
the United States. If money is to be
raised for any large investment in any
part of this country, the moneyed men
of New York must e consulted, and
they fix the price of toll to be paid or
veto the improvement, just as they
please, and the price of money loaned
to the farmers is fixed just as they fix
the price of all products of the soil.
The law of supply and demand governs
the price of these products between
the speculator and the cohsumer, but
the producer is left to the mercy of the
financial status when he wishes to
market his crop. It is a curious fact
that all the financial panics we have
had since the war, except one, have
occurred in the fall of the year, just
about or during the time the crops be-
gin to move, or are being marketed.
This can hardly be a&idental.
***
Liberty Banner, Nogal. N. M.:
Many people confound the terms "vol-
ume of money" and "circulating medi-
um," as applied to the money of this
country, when the two terms are dis-
tinct and really have different mean-
ings. The "volume of money" includes
gold, silver, nickel, and copper coins,
greenbacks, national bank notes, gold
and silver certificates, that in the aggre-
gate make a total volume of less than
fifteen hundred million dollars. The
"circulating medium" is that that is in
actual use among the people. The re-
demption reserves are not a part of the
"circulating medium." The gold and
silver behind the certificates do not
form any part of the "circulating me-
dium," as they are held to redeem the
certificates that are out among the peo-
ple. Money that is hid away in strong
boxes—shrinking from investment on
account of a lack of confidence, is not a
part of the "circulating medium." The
fact is well established that,While the
",volume of money'in this country is
nearly $1, 500, WO, 000, the actual "cir-
culating medium" is not more than
$.500,000,000. So far as any-practical
good is concerned, the money held in
r.teerwe by the government is a dead
loss. It makes up a part of the
-volume of money," but forms no part
'he "circulating medium," and in
 4111e the functions of money.
ALLIANCE WORK.
What Das the Alliance Done?—Read the
Answer.
What we hasee done as an order in
the great reform movement will never
be known until some historian with
searching mind shall seriously con-
sider the conditions that existed 1e our
nation when we came into existence
and the situation ten it exists to-day.
Than the mpidit: •vith which the
wealth of the coentry was flowing into
the hands of a few men, though the' in-
equality of law was never before
equalled in the history of the world,
the masses were thoughtlessly toiling
on in their) honest simplicity, trusting
implicitly to thom who were conducting
the affairs of our government. Farm-
ers were beconling poorer and poorer
without stepping to enquire why this
was so, while the favored few were
amassing millions in a few days
or years. The great mass of people
did not know or stop to ask the cause
that created the disparity in the wealth
which the' saw taround them, but heed-
lessly they were .rapidly drifting into
degraded Fervitude. A. few reading.
thinking farmers became aroused to the
nedessity of resistance 'to the encroach-
ments of organized capital. They com-
menced to agitate and the result was
he Alliance from 'necessity came into
istence, and to these who considn
anization but asa means to an end
and' who realize that upon the intent-
gene of a people depend their liberties
and riits need have no fear for the
future o our great reform movement.
The good,seed has been sown. The
people 'ha beeome aroused to a reali •
zation of the dangers that surround
them. The shave been taught by the
leaders of our movement to study. and
the educational`work is now bearing its
legitimate fruits. A. patriotic, deter-
mined sentiment or reform, founded
upon .principies of justice and
equity, permeates\ society frpm
the lakes on our north rn border to the
Gulf of Mexico in the sduth.• Sectional
prejudiced are rapidly lying way td
reason and the labor prob em which a
few years age WM unheede by our law
makers at Washington to-da 'complete-
ly overshadows all other ques ns, and
many political' demagogues w • have
heretofore served as the tools •
nopoly are anxiously enquiring -ha
shall • we do to be saved. State a or
state has fallen into line until whit
once a very small baby. kicked, cufft,
and ridieuled, has now enrolled . upon
that banner of reform thirty-six ste4es
and still the movement gains stren,kth
and velocity In its outward march.
The masses who a few years ago knew
nething of thie great economic and
social questione. are studying and dis-
cussing them dailY and hourly. Men
from the ranks; honest, sturdy yeoman-
ry, who feel the burdens of oppression
and who have deep down In their
hearts an abiding sympathy for suffer
ing humanity. are going, to the front
north and south prepared by thie eduh
cation to fight the battles of the' masses
against the....clossos-, and with the motto
of 'tistietf• perched 'upon their banner
-z• n aroused people behind them,
they are bound to *in the battle and
break down the strongholds of mono-
poly's hosts, who are entrenched be-
hind the weak enkbattlements of special
privileges. But to the subject, what
have we done? Pools, trusts and cor-
ners have been in many instances
broken, down by the united action of
our organization. The jute bagging
trust by an active. vigilant fight on our
part has gone io pieces and under the
natural and just law of supply and dee
mand prices have been .forced in a lit-
tle over one year from 'fourteen cenbs
down to seven. The plow pool was
forced to lower _prices ender our united
resistance and contract, made thre
years ago with the Chattanooga Plo
company. • The twine trust was cripp
ed and forced 'to terms by the stu
blows of our brethren of the north a
west. The reaper and mower coni
bine formed a few months ago seeing
the combined resistance of our bo4,
towards it, became alarmed and went
to pieces, but while these and many
other victories have been won t e
enemy are marshalling their fore
and the conflict between the people aid
plutocracy will go on. That so mu
has been gained in a few years giv
hope and inspiration and proves. t t
much more can be gained. The ab4r
problem has not yet been solved, aid
until it is there should be no faltert
in our ranks, but with renewed ener,
and otermination let us continue t e
fight until every foe to the free' instit
tions of our country. founded upon t e
principles of justice and equality
the whole people, shall be driven 'fro
power and our government restored
'its primitive purity,—Toiler.
Who Shall Do It.
The Investigator, Atlantic, Iowa,
says: No man can have a better reason
for agitating reform movements than
the fact that he is suffering under un-
improved conditions. ,The man who
is poor and in debt and held back by
strong men who have all sorts of ad-
vantages of him, is the first man who
should agitate a reformation in our
finance system; the well-fixed man does
not care to have a change. Not infre-
quently do we hear some rich man or
his hireling criticising and kicking a
poor devil, who has lost his money
through the strength and cunning of
others which the law sanctions, for
preaching and agitating equality be-
fore the law. It has always been the
poor and dowe-trodden and despised
who have brought about conditions of
improvement in government and socie-
ty., There is no act more noble, nosigfht
more inspiring, than that of a fall n
man or woman trying to rise up out of
the miserable condition into whi h
greedy and selfish humanity has ehoved
him, Such men and women need hell),
encouragement, at least a fair considerft-
tion of their efforts, from the strong;
but they hardly ever receive anything
but Insults and kicks, The majority
of Republican editors are meaner.
cheekier, more contemptible than the
man who would refuse to pull a sick
man out of a mud hole in a road on a
rainy day, The English language ha
no invective poison enough to apply to
some of their cases, no paraphrastic
prod prickly enough to puncture Into
their feeling,
Solid Insplratina and High Hopes.
Effie—That's a beautiful piece of
poetry! I wonder who wrote it?
Elsie—Some pales-faced thing that I
livei in a garden, eats bologna saes- -
twice a day and expects to mar
heiress.—Arkansaw Traveler.
When win tlr's wind, 100 mad tarm001,1
Sweeps over hills and p sins.
'Tie then you need Salvat on on
To heal ycur aches and pains.
By the time a elan realizes that he is a
fool it is usually We late to realize on his
realization.
"Down on your knees, and thank Heaven
fasting." not for a good man's love tid3
time, but because you ave cured your
cold so easily with S Bull's Cough
Syrup.
la lion never kills any
roaring.
dy while be is
Progre
It ii very important I
material progress that a
log to the taste and to
taken, acoeptable to t
healthy in its nature
sessing those qualities,
the one perfect laxatiy
diuretic kuown.





Syrup of Fit is
and fnoit g utle
Inspector Hymen of N w York refuses
to accept the decoration eat him by sing
Humbert of Italy, sayin thdt the dila of
American citizens is all • 3 WAtlia.
The least excrete° t,ir d mSout. I ;lotted
not get up from my c air without feel-
ing d zzy. My food an drink distressei
me. My digestion w s poor and my
kidneys weak. Dr. Bull' Sarsaparilla gave
me back my health ands rength. I recorn-
mend.it to all my frienda-Clarenee Over-
ton, La Fayett ?, Ind.
Since a St. Louis 3u.tice decide I that a
young woman must return the gifts made
by a rejected lover, an pidemie of kissing
Is said to have struck the youth of that
iown.-St. Jo3eph News;
Sirs. W laslew's Seat kir Syra p, for Chtl
cn teething, softens thogu s, red unes lufam ma-
an. allays pain. cures wind talie. Mc. a bottle.
"That was a mean thi
did." "What was it?'
little boy one of his fa






Every Intelligent Lady and
Genuine goods have name 0
Best In the World.
Dressmaker knows
selvage.
"What is that trem
next apartment?" "1
keeping Lent."
dous noise in the
's the Bronsons
Garfield Tea acts on he,blood, renovat-
ing the entire system; res Constipation;
brings the hue of lies th back to faded
cheeks.
The sojourner at a go 'd hotel never com-
plains of tha inn-felicit es of his existence.
Swedish Asthma Cu never fails. Send
your address. Trial pa kage mailed free.
Collins 13rothern Drug . St. Louis, Mo.
W. J. Rainey, a Penn• ylvania coal oper
ator, has filed a co taint against the
strikers who have ben causing distur-
bances about his place.
Let's reason t gether.
Here's a firm, one of the
argest the country over, the
world over; it has grown, step








to tell the peo
ihave faith n
so much faith th














































Two yclung beys named Wr:ght, living
near Louiaana, Mo., blow out their sleeping
brother's brains.
Bow's Thief
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any ease of Catarrh that can not be cured by
taking Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, 0.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly bonorable in all Weld-es. transactions,
and financially able to carry out any obliga-
tions made by their firm.
West&Truax,WhoiesaleDruggista,Toledo,Ohle
Welding, Kaman & Marvin, Wholesale Drug-
eiste. Toledo, Ohio.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, act*
hag direct.ry upon the blood and mucous sus
faces of tile system. Price, 75c, per bottle.
Sold by se 13,,,-edaIs.
Skin grafting has been a failure in Chi-
cago. Other skin games flourish.
The Throat.-"Brown's Bronchial
Troches'? act directly on the omens of
the voice. They have an extraordelary
effect in all dieorders of the throat.
Extensive frauds in connection with the
relief 'of starving Western Nebraska farm-
( re have been discovered.
Dainty candies that chi dren cry for are
Dr. Bull's Worm Destroyers. They please
the children, but they kill the worms.
There le room for everybody in des bie,
world. Friction comes from all fact that
many want the front f3001.
When Baby was sick we gave her Castor*
When she was a Child, she cried for Castor's,
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria,
When she had Children, she gm them Casterla.
St•
Arn;ior plates are probably the best on
which to serve hot cannon balls.
Wtakness.
There is no symptom; of ill health more
discouraging than weakness. That con-
stant feeling of fatigue and disinclination
to exert oneself. Life to such seems
languid and insipid, and the invalid almost
becomes reconci ed te die. Do you suffer
thus? Would you be enthused! Do you
wish your strength renewed I Try a bottle
of Dr. Bull's Sample-ills. It will greatly
assist your recovery. Sc on will you thou
experience a feeling of new life and return-
ing power. No longer will the least eke!'
tion give fatigue and cause your heart
to palpitate unnaturally. • No more will
that fe?ling of dizziness oppress you when
3on suddenly get up from your chair. No
longer will indigeetion and urinary die-
orders cont'nue to break down your con'
stitution. Every function will resume its
natural activity and you will soon enjoy
a, glorious feeling of self control and
confidence. No longer 4ervous, afraid and
Imaginative of glcone disaster. Ambi-
1 ion *ill take the pi be of discourage--
meat and you will happy in health
And kindly hope.--Cald •ell oat.
bench show are the bre winners.
The dogs who take ;he prizes at the
• MILLIONS OF RATS.
An Initialises Scheme for Killing Them La
Their Regrows.
--i""
The farmers of Hays. Caldwell,
ouadaloupe, Gonzale , Dewitt, Karnes,
i
and. other counties in the western and
southwestern portion of the state, says
III SAE ALIt01110 (Tex. letter to the St.
Louis Vobe-Democrat are suffering from
a pest that is at once novel and costly.
It is the first of its kiod in the history
of the state, and has already cost the
loss of thousands of dollars. Last
autumn the yield of cotton was so un-
precedented and the labor so scant
that corn was neglee id for the fleecy
staple, and was left standing in the
fields until such time as it could be
cribbed. When late in'the season the
farmers went to gati4er it they found
that but little r.maiu4.d. Its presence
standing in the fi leis had been a
temptation to millio s of rats, which
Poured down from t e mountains and
up from the river be s and infested the
.ounery. All fail su L winter the work
eat on. • What hey gathered in
'ember they stor d and ate during
t old months, an when the spring
cam they were ady for a fresh
el•in• of fopd. T is rata are of a
great s riety, 'neer] as large in fact,
as a squ Tel, and ai capable of doing
a vast a. .unt of di nage. As fast as
the voting rn has ppeared above the
surface of t groan I they have cut it
off, in some c es go ag down for the
parent seed.
TOget-rid of
has come into u
sucessinfey that
will be 191tertinat
two weal,. The fa
lte.M ii novel expedient
tied it is working so
le thought the rats
within the next
er finds a burrow
  in which from fifty o_ 100 rats reside.
Every exit sate one is carefully stop-
ped. At this one is pladed a oommon
iron tos.-kettle. Opposite thb spout is
1101..  a hole in which is inserted a
piece of gaspipe about one foot lotig.
Over the spout is placed another piece
of pipe. which is run into the opening
leadlfsg to the burrow. A tire is then
built in the kettle and a couple of hand-
fall of sulphur thrown on the coals.
The top being closed, the fumes are
driven into the burrow by a hand
0 bellows, the nozzle of which is inserted
Tit:froi"iaxel.ridsctirts.1110“-o. : in.the top pipe. Seime of the burrow
are fifty yards in length; the fumes gc
through an its passages. and in five
Iffire311=1,1'2 } T h ons ' ass' s Eye Water. minutes every young and *id rodent it
Vatrfereti. t nlid_ ' dead. The kettle is then removed, the
I LADIES rlf Tr 
smaller
ple pkg., lee. The Pill.. 
Pamphlet
New 'York. hole closed, and $ 11 rats buried. 0'
 late the blacksmith jof the county seat*
YOUNG MEN riSirAaernnt'stlesifrieine::.daP: °oar: , have been busy filli Orders for these
good situations. Write J, D. BROWN. sedans Mo. i in
 itch i n es.
SEED
Fresh, Meltable; ceitbrated
for Purity and strong ilerminate
Mg Qualities. Only 2 and 3e per
UM package, and noYeity extras with
•ii orders. illeasmitli See* rams I O.. *f$
er gelid els& Write for my liaautilal
liluarated Clatalotyne, Free.
H. W. MuCKBEE.1
UMW end Pare. • amorous we
KIDDER'S PAST! 
ES...ret...711:11,..s..th.min




A STORY of real pluck and enterprise. How Jimworked against obstacles, early and late, as a
newsboy, express boy and a business boy, to earn
— sufficient money to pay for his Bicycle. Finely illus-
trated.
This Story sent.Free of Charge
to any b9y (or girl) who will send us the names and






A Story for Boy§
BY
ELLEN LE GARDE
774-111 I 1 1 1 j 11 eli•
Miss' Philipina Wam'inch died at St.
Paul, Minn.,. from the effects of ether,
administered pr or to a surgical operation.
Money for Everybody.
Mile Wells asks "Is it a fact that a
person can make V 0 or $10 a week in
the plating business I" Yes, I make from
$5 to IS a day, plating nerd selling plated
ware. W. H. Griffith & Co., Z
Ohio, will give you full instructions. In
this business there is money for every-
body.
G. W. RUSSELL
E. De Hans, local manager at St. Paul,
Minte,of it e Germania Insurance C,ompeny
of New York Melly shot himself, for fear
of lesing his situation, tbough no shoriage
Is known to exist:
If not above being taught by a man,
take this good advice. y Dabbing' Elec
tile Soap next, Mondae. It won't cost
much, and you will than know for 3 ourielf
ju-t how good it is Bo aura to get, no.
Imitation. There arc lots of them.
The editor who means. to make a success
with hie paper should take cot,s and never
give them.
Many people think that tho word "Bit-
ters" can be used only in connection with
an intoxicating beverago. This is a mise
take, as the beat remedy for all diseaaes oL
the blood, liver, ,kidneys, etc., is Pr:Oily
Ash Bitters. It, is purely a medicine .and
eery article usel in its manufacture is of
vt getable origin of known curative qual-
ities.
Count Zunchini, the alleged forger. and
M Daniels, the Cotton Belt train robber,
have been seen in Mexico.
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Callat MEDICINE CO., NEW YOBE.
Small Pill. Small Dose, Small Pri
MOTHERS' FRIEND
MAKES OHIO BIRTH EASY
IF USED BEFORE CONFINEMENT.
Bnox To "Mornitus" Al•tisnellaws.
_
BRADYIELD REG I LATon CH, ATLANTAN*.
• er office or home use. Those maps can be Bonn rer ALL. Deeps:lams.
obtained free at the office of the Company, 
NO. 118 North Fourth Street, or by send- so4whjeky liaising aurae es
i




Whitehall bush.Louis, Mo. ,
13. M WOOLLEY. 11. D,
Burlington Route, 323 Chestnut St., Saint
Blows are not always exchanzed when - 
Atlanta. I; eorgis.
W. N. U., St. L.-No. 71-11.you str.ke an acquaintance.
The Burlington Route is furnishing to
the eeopie a large, well mounted, rolier
map of the Unifed States. suitable for cafe
 1
Nothing Else Will Do It.
We have volumes of evidence to prove that S. S. S.
is the only permanent cure for contagious
Blood Taint.
I suffered for Bye years with the
worst form of blood poison, during
which time I was at-
tended by the best phy-
sicians I could find, and
tried numbers of proprie-
tary medicines without
any beneficial results. I
continued to grow worse
all this time, until my
whole system was de-
stroyed by the vile dis-
ease, my tongue and
throat having great holes caused by it
THE SWIFT SP
I then commenced taking Swift's
Specific (B.S. B.), and in a few months I
•
IS as near i
possible for a
In the cure o
S Pece
IPICV




to this great medicine
do I attribute my re-
covery. This was over
two years ago, and I
have had no return oa
any effects of the dts-
ease since, and fix
skin is to-day as smooth
as aaybody's.—Williaza
Sowers, Covington, 0.
tir Books on Blood aad Skin Magmas free.
ECIFIC CO., Atlanta, Ca.
How many- people
there are who regard the
coming of winter as a con-
stant state of Siege. It seems as if the elements sat down
outside the walls of health and now and again, led by the
north wind and his attendant blasts, broke over the'
ramparts, spreading colds„ pneumonia and deatk Who
knows when the' net storm may come and what its
effects upon. your constitution may be ?;:• The fortifica-
tions of health must be made strong. scams.
EMULSION of pure Norwegian Cod Liver Oil and.
Hypophosphites of Lime and Soda will aid you to' hold
out against Coughs, Colds, Consumption, Scrofsda,
General Debility, And all 4n2mic and Wasting
Diseases, until the siege is raised. It prevents wasting
in children. Palatable as Milk.
SPECIAL-Scott's Emulsion is non-secret, and is prescribed by the Medical
 Pro-
tessera all over the world, because its ingredients are scientifically combined' in such a
Manner as to greatly increase their remedial value.
E'AUTION.-Scott's Emulsion is put up in salmon-colored wrappers. Be sure and
getche genuine. Prepared only by Scott& Bowne, Manufacturing Chemists, New 
York.
told by all Druggists.
This Picture, Panel size, mailed for 4 cents.
J. F. SMITH .1 CO.,
Makers of "Bile Beans,"






10ISO'S REMEDY l'Oa CATAREIL-Best. ;easiest W use.
Cheapest. Relief is immedia.e. A cure is certain. For
Cell in we Head it has no equal:
•
Itj, an I );ntment, of Which a small particle is applied to the
ncstrils. Price, 5oe. Sold by rul'Ci.ts or F-ent by mall.
Address. F. T. kiszei Warren. Pa.
CHICHESTER'S ENGLISH. RED CROSS DIAMOND BRAND
ERVAIRON * 11.tUS
THE ORIGINAL AND GENUINE. The only Safe, Cure, lad estalltasin forma.
Ladles. sat Drugrist for MkJauter's /owlish Diantolui !trawl in Mod sod 0o141 wrung
Dom sealed with blue ribbon. Take.. ether lime. .Refiue Jui.stituttnass ••411 hmodestioisi.
All pill. Io pasteboard boxe4,4ink wrappers. •ro dangerees e•soiterfelta. At Drumlins. or o
mit OS
4r. l• ammo, tor particulars, own:00.441c and “Itellef for Ladles.' is 14owr. by return Mail.
I 0.11hee Testintellais. NI11.4 Paper. CHIGNESTEP CHEIONCrALicasCO. allimoirlitorou
ttriox
Said 141 al/ Loud DrearIsta.
EVERY WATERPROOF COLLAR OR COI
NI-HAT CAN BE RELIED ON








NEEDS NO LAUNDERINO. CAN BE WIPED CLEAN IN
THE ONLY LINEN-LINED WATEF
COLLAR IN THE MARKET
